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Rec Center hosts Swim for Diabetes
By Mmdy VaiiHouten
REPORTER

Freshman Elisabeth Bajor, former
freestyle swimmer for the Bowling Green
High School swim team, will return to
the pool this weekend—not to defend
any tides, but instead to raise money for
local children with diabetes. Bajor will
join others this Saturday at the Swim For
Diabetes being held at the Student
Recreation Center. The three-day event
begins today from 5-9 p.m. and continues through Saturday.

The event is being held to raise money
for the Diabetes Youth Program, an independent nonprofit organization based in
Toledo that provides educational and
supportive services for kids with diabetes, their families, schools and communities. This is the second year the
event has been held in northwest Ohio.
The University of Toledo will also hold
a Swim for Diabetes today through
Sunday on its campus. UT's Swim For
Diabetes will offer family swim sessions,
lap sessions, scuba diving lessons and a

Scuba Challenge contest. Lessons are
$25 each with all proceeds going towards
the Diabetes Youth Program.
According to Robin Condon, executive
director of the Diabetes Youth Program,
the event is expected to bring at least 100
swimmers to the University this year.
Anyone can participate in the swim,
Condon said, and participants have the
option to swim laps or volunteer by
counting laps at the event.
Bajor plans to do both. She'll be swimming from noon to 3 p.m. and volunteer-

ing from 3 to 6p.m.
"I'm definitely excited," she said. "It's a
really good cause and I hope they raise a
lot of money."
Condon also has the same hopes. The
organization raised $20,000 last year
through the event and hopes to double
that figure this year. Swimmers raise
money by finding sponsors to give a
monetary donation per lap or one flat
amount of money for the whole event.
According to Condon, one swimmer
hasalreadyraised$l,000.
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MEN WIN, 79-76

BRIEFING
MyOoom.f e-mail virus not
crippling University network
Though the newest variant of the MyDoom email virus appears to have the potential to be
more destructive than its predecessors, it has yet
to become troublesome for the University.
MyDoomf is the sixth variant of the virus that
infected tlie University and computer networks
worldwide late last month in an attempt to
launch attacks against the website of Santa Cruz
Operation, one of the world's largest sellers of the
Unix operating system. Unix is a competitor of
Microsoft's Windows.
"So far... it looks like we fared pretty well," said
Kent Strickland, information security officer at
the University.
Information Technology Services officials
found about 24 infected computers on the
University network Tuesday. Though all of these
have been cleaned up, ITS officials are still monitoring the network for further infections.
Classified as a worm, MyDoom.f spreads on its
own through e-mail and peer-to-peer file sharing
applications—like KaZaA— and has the ability to
delete Microsoft Word and Excel files as well disable virus protection software.
The potential loss of files doesn't help in the

For Bajor, participating in the event is...
"I thought by being part of this event I
could use one of my talents—swimming—for a bigger purpose.. .to support
charity," she said.
Editor's Note: To register to swim at tlie
University or in Toledo for tlw event, visit
tlie Diabetes Youth Program's Web site at:
www.dyp4kids.org. Contact Elizabeth
Bajor for a brochure at: 214-5563 or elxijor@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

clean-up effort, Strickland said.
"The clean-up from this virus is a little worse,"
he said.
Though now the virus appears to be of litde
threat to computers at the University, concern is
still high among ITS officials. MyDoom is categorized in the second highest ITS alert level dubbed
"important.''
This ranking is necessary, Strickland said,
because of the potential harm the virus could
have on the University if the BGNet Webmail were
unable to block most of tlie infected e-mails as it
can now. But with the virus just a click away for
users, the risk was too high for ITS officials to keep
it at a lower level.
"We try to assess the situation in terms of the
damages it could cause to the University," he said.
"IMyDoom.f] looked like it was too easy for people to download."
But the variant has an added twist that is puzzling to officials, which may—or may not—pose a
threat in the future. Several empty e-mail attachments in e-mails that show signs of carrying the
MyDoom.f virus have passed through the
University's firewall undetected. Network
Associates Inc., the company that produces
McAfee virus protection software, have been notified and are investigating.
"There's a strange variable on the file attachment that can slip through the virus scanners,"
Strickland said. "We don't believe at this point
they are a problem, but we've sent some samples
to Network Associates."

Club is Spawning'
hobby on others
By Miranda Bond
REPORTER

The newest organization on campus is inviting
students to come and check out their Chess Club.
Even students who do not know the difference
between a pawn and rook and have no idea of
what check is, are welcome to come find out free
ofcost
President Gregg Malkin started the club
because he had trouble finding competitors. He
said that starting the club was easy; all that he had
to do was turn in a petition to the University with
10 signatures stating that he wanted to form a
new group. Then he began spreading the word

Samwthi Andmon BG Hen

BIG WIN: Bowling Green's Ron Lewis pulls down a rebound during last night's 79-76 win over Toledo in
Anderson Arena. Lewis had a game-high 20 points, but it was Josh Almanson's put back and free throw with
nine seconds left that put the Falcons ahead. Cory Eyink sealed the game with two free throws. See page 8
for complete coverage of the men's and women's games.

about his new organization.
"I created and put up all of the flyers myself,"
said Malkin.
His efforts seemed to have worked because 25
students came to the first meeting and six others
expressed interest.
"I would like to say that all the work I did would
have been in vain if the new members of BGSU
chess club had not showed up," said Malkin, "I
appreciate their taking time out of their busy
schedules to attend Chess Club."
After such a large turn out. members suggested
CHESS CLUB, PAGE 2

Mock trial team heads to national competition
University's 10-member mock trail team
one of eight in nation
to travel to nationals
next month.
By Krystal Cobb
REPORTER

It's their first year back on campus in almost eight years, and the
mock trial team is headed to
the national competition.
It is a competition where
almost 400 schools participate.
These institutions include many

schools from Ohio and Ivy
League schools such as Yale and
•Harvard.
According to Nancy Kubasek.
professor of legal studies and the
academic coach to the team, the
inclusion of so many institutions
makes the competition fierce.
The team currently has 10 members under the supervision of
Kubasek and assistant coach Alex
Frondorf, recent BGSU alumnus.
"The competition has become
more intense since more schools
participate," Kubasek said.
The University's team has been
working hard since last semester

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com

™»

on preparation of a criminal case
involving the on-ice death of a
professional hockey player. Case
materials—sent
from
the
American
Mock
Trial
Association— include everything
that an actual case would contain: police reports and articles
that may be relevant to the case.
The team has to prepare for the
prosecution and the defense side
in order to compete. They meet
once or twice weekly to prepare,
learning all of the rules that will
be used in a federal court.
The team has also participated
in local scrimmages. In the invita-

tional tournament held in
Dayton, Ohio, the team came in
first place. Next the team proceeded to the regional tournament in Hamilton, Ohio
The University was one of the
eight schools that has earned the
right to move onto the next round
of competition, which is the
Silver Flight National Mock Trial
Tournament on March 12-14 in
Richmond, Kentucky at Eastern
Kentucky University. If the team
succeeds in winning at the
national competition, they will
MOCK TRIAL. PAGE 2
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PREPARATION: Senior Steve Weigand (standing), practices with
fellow mock trial members Judd Morrow (right) and Kevin Minnick.
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Rescuers search for survivors
after earthquake in Morocco
By Jamey Keate
THE ASSOCIAI!0 PRESS

IMZOUREN, Morocco— Rescuers using
pick axes and bare hands chipped through
the wreckage of flattened mud-and-stone
houses and concrete apartment buildings
yesterday searching for survivors from the
earthquake that killed more than 550 people
in northern Morocco.
The official news agency MAP reported
one more death yesterday when an aftershock collapsed a home in the region around
Al I loceima.
In the hard-hit town of Imzouren, teams
with Labrador retriever sniffer dogs scaled
mounds of crumbling brick and steel to
search for signs of life. Sirens blared, and helicopters searched the countryside for more
destroyed dwellings in an area when many
people live in isolated enclaves miles from
neighbors.
The 6.5-magnitude quake shook areas
near the coastal city of Al Hoceima, between
the Rif Mountains and the Mediterranean
Sea. The city was largely spared, but surrounding villages such as Imzouren were
devastated.

MAP said 564 people had been killed and
300 were injured, but the death toll was
expected to rise as rescuers made their way to
hard-to-reach rural areas yesterday, the international Red Cross in Geneva said.
As many as 20,000 people need emergency
housing, either because their homes were
destroyed or damaged, or because they were
too afraid to sleep indoors, said Dr.
Mohamed Bourad of Mohammed V hospital
in Al Hoceima, who is also president of the
city's local council.
Two aftershocks, with magnitudes of 4.3
and 4.5, were felt Wednesday around Al
Hoceima.
The head of Morocco's catastrophe
response unit said he was pessimistic about
finding survivors.
"Of course if we hear of some, we'll deploy
all the technical means we can to rescue
them," Capt. Adil Ghazouli said in Imzouren.
Survivors spent a rainy, blustery night in
makeshift tents fashioned from plastic sheeting. Others sat outside in chairs, bundled in
blankets. Many were afraid to sleep indoors
for fear of aftershocks.
The International I'ederation of the Red

moving out of 104 Olscamp and into a bigger
room. Malkin was able to move the meets to the
Business Administration building in room 111.
Malkin also discovered that many members had
schedule conflict with the original meeting time.
Instead of two hour meetings, members now have
a four and a half hour time range to compete.
"Of course no one other than me has to stay that
long or arrive at 7:30," said Malkin.
At each meeting members either play chess, if
they already know the game, or are taught how to
play. No experience is necessary to come to meet-

MOCK TRIM. FROM PAGE 1

Cross and Red Crescent Societies launched
an appeal for $2.3 million to pay for tents,
blankets, mattresses, heaters and food. The
Red Cross was also sending in a seven-member assessment team.
Aid began pouring in from Europe. France
sent a plane with about 15 rescuers and their
search dogs. Portugal sent a 29-member rescue team and six sniffer dogs.
Belgium sent tents, water purification kits,
generators, medicine and other emergency
supplies, as well as 20 personnel. The Finnish
Red Cross sent clothing for 30.000 people,
two large supply tents and a logistics officer.
King Mohammed VI planned a visit to the
quake zone.
Abderraouf El-lladjtouhami, a 40-year-old
unemployed farm worker, bitterly criticized
the government for being ill-prepared to handle the catastrophe.
"The state isn't up to the job in this region,''
said El-Hadjtouhami, who lost three children
in the quake. "What is the king going to do?
The question is, what should he have done in
the past? It's easier to react when it's already
happened."

Chess club members have
high hopes for future
CHESS CLUB, FROM PAGE 1

Mock trial team
provides experience
then advance to the national
finals in Iowa, which will be
held in April.
For students planning to gain
practical experience and
resume building, the team is a
great stepping stone.
The main thing a student
gains from this is significant
improvement in public speaking abilities and it helps them
develop critical thinking skills,"
Kubasek said.
Steve Weigand. business, prelaw and economics major, has
been delighted with the success
of the team. For Weigand, the

experience of the mock trial
team has prepared him to pursue his career after graduation.
"One of the primary ways It
has prepared me for my future
is that I have greater confidence
in presenting and public speaking" he said.
Editor's note:
Tryouts for the mock trial
team will be lield in the fall.
Contact tlie Legal Sttidies
departmentforfurilier infbnna-

BG NEWS

CORRECTION
In the cutline for a photo of the Garage Band event in yesterday's
edition, the name of Chris Buzzelli, professor in the College of Musical
Arts, was misspelled. The BG News apologizes for the error.

DIGITAL IMAGING LAB

ings and there are no dues. A brief discussion is
also held to talk about business.
At the last meeting members discussed tournaments, funding, and possible trips in the future.
Malkin plans to host a tournament that will
involve other schools. Also, depending on the
funding that they receive from the University, he
hopes to take a trip to New York to play on the
chess tables in Central Park. It is still not clear how
much funding the University will be providing
The Chess Club meets every Thursday from 7:30
p.m. to midnight in room 111 in the Business
Administration building.

Ashley KimtzBGNw

A BEHIND- THE- SCENES LOOK: Tim Brown (left)
works with equipment in the Large Format Digital
Imaging Lab in Saddlemire yesterday. The lab—
which can scan paintings, photos, slides and print
images from signs and posters, among other services—was the focus of the Student Technology
Center's monthly event. Participants were given a
tour of the facility and were able to watch the
machineiy and personnel in action. Paintings or
photos can be printed on silk, wood or canvas
(above), among other materials.
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Houses Available for 2004-2005 School Year

9 PM TO CLOSE

605 CLOUGH STREET: Being completely renovated right now! One
Block from Campus.Three bedroom, two bath house with off street
parking. $1,200.00 + utilities for 12 mo.lease.
127 EAST MERRY STREET: Three bedroom unfurnished house. Located
close to Campus. $760.00 + utilities for 12 mo. lease.

BEST DANCE PARTY
WITH DIPAUL

815 SECOND STREET: Located close to Campus.Three bedroom unfur
nished house. $680.00 + utilities for 12 mo. lease.

'and VattaybaU Laaquai

1372 EAST WOOSTER STREET: Located across from Campus. Four
becJroom unfurnished house. Eat in kitchen, double living room.
Washer/Dryer.Off street parking. $1,300.00 + utilities for 12 mo.lease.

Now forming
Visit us for Details/

'All of the above listings are zoned for no more than three unrelated people.
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332 S. Main
Bowling Green
(419)352-5620
newlove info @
newloverentals.com
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'Undergraduate housing
'Graduate & professional housing
'Professional management team
'Pets permitted in some rentals
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Check us out at www.newloverentals.com
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STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS TO BE HELD TODAY
President Sidney Ribeau will speak today at 10 a.m. in the
Union Ballroom on the strength of community. The address
will be simulcast to Firelands at the Cedar Point Center.
Coffee and fellowship will begin at 9:30 a-.m.

CAMPUS

get a life
^^L^j^

The calendar of cvtnts is token from
^^^■fc.aa^'
httpV/www.bfiSu.eduycalendar/calendarJilm! BBBBBBWH01BBBBBBBBBBBBV>I ^^ j^^

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dance Marathon Raffle
Sponsored by Phi Mu.
Student Union Lobby
10 .i.i n. - 41 I.I 11.

Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Williml
Wankelinan Galleries
10:45 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Dance Marathon Shorts Sale
Sponsored by Delta Zeta.
Union lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Office of Residence Life
Master Plan Session
Catholic Newman Club Info.
Table.
Union lobby
11 am. - 311111.
Tuition Raffle

THE BLOTTER

Sponsored by the
University Honors Program.
Union lobby

1 -3 p.m.
WFAI. Promotional Table
Union lobby

11 .i.ni. 4p.m.
Anime Raffle Ticket Sales

2-6pm
URSA Info. Table
Sponsored by the Undergrad.
Radical Student Alliance.
Union lobby

Union Lobby

Noon - 6 p.m.
Chess Club Recruitment Table
Union lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
I low 2 Workshop on Yoga
Week 4 of a 6 - week series for
Session 1. Advance registration is required. Registration
will be at the Information
Center in the BowenThompson Student Union.
Session 2 begins Thursday,
March 25, from 12 p.m. to 1
p.m. Sponsored by the
Student Union Programs.
201 Union

230-5p.m.

Condom Awareness table
sponsored by the I lonors
Program and I lealth Center.
Union lobby

young bride falls in love
with the best man at her
arranged wedding and she
decides to pursue the forbidden relationship. Directed by
Pupi Avail
Cish Film Tlieater, Hanna Hall
8 p.m.
I loni Choir
The I lorn Choir is directed by
Professor Rosemary Williams.
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

5:30 -&30p.m.
Collegiate Leadership Development Workshop

ZMBlttn

730 p.m.
II Testimonc dello sposo (The
Best Man) 1998 film, Italy A

Tuesday:
Complainant in
Founders Hall reported
she was receiving
harassing telephone
calls.
A student in
Bromlield Hall who fell
out ol bed was transported by ambulance to
the Wood County
Hospital.
Kelly Rim, Mantua,
Ohio, was cited for
speed on Alumni Drive.
Leah Smith, Toledo,

Ohio, was cited for
speed on Alumni Drive.
Andrell Williams,
Detroit. Mich., was cited
for speed on Alumni
Drive.
Sofia Montarmani,
Bowling Green, Ohio,
was cited for improper
backing.
Alexandra Lightle.
Washington Court
House, Ohio, was cited
for possessing drug
abuse paraphernalia,
including marijuana.

NEWS
BRIEFING

Samsung Sponsors Olympic Torch Contest
COLIECIAIE PRESSWIHE

Olympic sponsor Samsung F.lectronics is giving selected
Americans the opportunity to be torchbearers in the Athens 2004
Olympic Torch Relay — via the Samsung Olympic Torch Relay
Contest.
Twenty winners will earn the chance to run with the Olympic
torch in one of four events being held in U.S. cities.
Through Sunday, consumers can enter the Samsung contest by
visiting: www.samsungusa.com/olympics and submitting an official form and essay.

18 & Over Every Thurs, Fn, & S
Pulse Features 7 Different Levels, 4 Incredible
Rooms, Over 3.000 ft2 Of Dance Floor Space,
Stadium Style Seating, An All New - State
Of The Art - Sound System And Light Show!

THURSDAY
The Original College ID Night
Get in FREE w/ College ID Until 11pm
I SO Cent Drafts All Night Longl DJ Rob Sample
Mixes The Best In Dance And Hip Hop For You
To Shake Your Booty To & DJ Symmetry From
Q96.9 Spins The Most Intense Techno, House
And Electronic Music In The Underground!

FRIDAY
3.. .2... 7... Ignition
|$3 Jagerbombs, $2 Well Drinks, $1 Drafts All Nightlj
Ladies VIP Access Until 11pm

s/vrurc

Come Experience Toledo's Largest And Only
True Nightclub As It Hosts The Awe-inspiring
Mixture Of Pounding Music And Strobing
Light Show!
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A student in the
Union reported that a
subject was posting
offensive posters on
campus with his name
on them.
The Bowling Green
Fire Department was
called to the Alpha
Gamma Delta House for
a fire alarm. Too many
clothes in a washing
machine burnt a belt on
the machine, causing a
lot of smoke.

Get into the

v^

,

^r SPRING^
of things!

PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of B<; off 1-751
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5: Sunday 12-4

GIMCLiveWelL

Student Discount

20% OFF
with student ID
iPMCKYSBUIMi LOCATION ONLY I

l«ri* ona D»y atwtrw
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comonea EHWM S04
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this

Summer...
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University

...and transfer those credits
back to the college you're attending.
• Choose from more than 900 courses
• Affordable tuition

Friday, April 30
Kobacker Hall

• Day and evening classes
• Accelerate your degree program...
or get back on schedule
• Easy admission and registration

. »

!

Doors open at 7 pm
Show starts 8 pm
Tickets: *5.00 tor students
<7 00 non-BGSU students

Bursarable
Tickets on Sale

February 25
Union Lobby 9-11 pm

_**»*■>*—'

Tickets on Sale
TONIGHT!

Tickels will be available
February 26-Apnl 30 at lite Union Information Desk or online at

-today.con

• Accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools
Check out our course schedule and download an application at

www.csuohio.edu
Or call toll-free 1-888-CSU-0HI0
Make the smart choice this summer...choose...

Cleveland State University
CH.mnd SUM UnwnUy * an A/VEOE comMMd \o nondlacrtnnMon. WF/HV ancoungM. mono.
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUOTEITNQIWE
"It kind of looks like that John Kerry is on
his way to the presidential nomination. The
only thing that can sink John Kerry now is
an Al Gore endorsement."
DAVID LETTERMAN during his monologue oh CBS's "The Late ShowT
(Rnnml

OPINION

Park expansion is the right move
According to The Associated
Press. "Fort Clatsop National
Memorial in Oregon would be
expanded and renamed the
I ra is Hi Clark National Historical
Carle under a plan put forth
Monday by the Bush administralion."
The Bush administration
plans on spending $8 million to
buy land and recruit personnel
lor the enlarged park, the article
said.
This is one of the best moves

Bush's administration has undertaken in its four years.
According to The Associated
Press, the park will be expanded
from 130 acres to 1,500 acres.
The site is the spot where
Lewis and Clark spent the winter
while in the state of Washington.
According to the Lewis and
Clark government website,
www.lewisandclark200.gov, on
Oct. 26 1803 Lewis and Clark left
from Falls of the Ohio after
recruiting the men and women

who would accompany them.
The company had already
spent time in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Washington D.C. and
Virginia planning the trek.
Their travels took them
through Missouri; Kansas; along
the Iowa and Nebraska borders;
through North and South
Dakota; Montana, Idaho, Oregon
and finally the explorers saw the
Pacific Ocean from the shoreline
of the state ofWashington, the
website said. The group headed

Being involved is the first step
BRAD
CUSTIS
Opinion Columnist
I can think back to a time in
my life when I was involved in
church and my junior high
youth group. I professed to l>e a
(Ihristian, but if people looked at
my life they would not have
been able to tell if I was a
Christian.
There are people who go to
church who think they are going
to make it into heaven because
they are involved in church or a
"good" social group. But in my
own life, I found that this is not
the case. Having a relationship
with Jesus Christ is the only way
to heaven.
Jesus said that He is the way,
the tnith, and the life, and no
one comes to the Father except
by Him ()ohn 14:6). He is making
the statement that we must
know 1 lim, not a pastor, a priest,
or some other person we think is
a tallyman.
Think of it this way. My
favorite baseball player is Ken
Griffey Jr. I can know all the stats
about him. I can know how
many home runs he has hit in
his career, where he was bom, or
anything else about him.
But if I went up to him after a
baseball game and tried to shake
his hand and act like I knew him,
he would tell me that he did not
know me. 1 am in no way saying
Ken Griffey Jr. is God, but Jesus is
the same way.
We can know all about the life
of Jesus. We can know the Gospel

message backwards and forwards, but if we do not have a
relationship with Jesus we will
not make it into heaven.
The Apostle Paul learned this
first hand on the road to
Damascus. He was a man who
hated Christians and killed
them. But he was on his way to
Damascus and Jesus appeared to
Paul and asked why he was persecuting the Christians.
That day, Paul had an
encounter with God and realized
that he needed to change his
ways. That day kick-started a
relationship with Christ that
affected the world for God. Paul's
letters and epistles make up
much of the New Testament,
and the words that God spoke
through Paul ring loud and true
still today.
With many different organizations on campus and in the surrounding community all of us
have countless opportunities to
get involved in Christian activities. A lot of these organizations
are good and help people to
grow in their faith in Christ.
But we are not saved or going
to heaven because we are
involved in a Christian church,
club, or group. The reason we go
to things like that is because we
do have a relationship with
Christ. We love Jesus, so we want
to be around people who also
love God and to help us grow in
our faith.
But many times people try to
hide out in these organizations,
churches, and clubs and tell
themselves they are okay. There
are people who think they can
live any way they want or not

really know lesus and still make
it into heaven because they arc
involved in an organization.
I am in no way saying that
being involved in clubs, churches, or organizations are bad. But
if someone thinks they are going
to make it to heaven because of
their involvement in church or
an organization, then they are
wrong.
Paul states that to be a
Christian, a person must confess
lesus as Lord and believe that
God raised Him from the dead
(Romans 10:9-10). He talks about
how we must repent from our
sin, which means to rum from,
and know that Jesus is the only
way to heaven.
In junior high, I came to the
realization that I could not hide
out in my "Christian World" anymore and that I had to make
Jesus my personal savior. 1
learned that 1 could not go to
church on Sunday or to my
youth group meetings and then
go to school and be a totally different person. 1 had to repent
from my sin and make a commitment to follow Christ all the
days of my life, not just one day a
week.
May each one of you realize
the importance of knowing Jesus
and allowing Him to truly be
your Savior. Get involved in
churches, clubs, and organizations, but above all else love
Jesus and learn His ways. He will
open your eyes to truth and
show you what living is all about.

With spring on its way, students look forward to sitting out
on the grass and enjoying the
nice weather.
Unfortunately, the campus is
plagued by students who think

nothing of spirting on campus
sidewalks and green areas.
Not only is this unpleasant to
others, who must either navigate
around the spit or simply accept
the fact that they're lounging in
someone else's bodily fluids, it
also promotes the spread of disease — including common
viruses, and possibly some of the
newer diseases that have come
into circulation.
Normal human saliva can and

should be swallowed. If you
must spit, you should spit into a
tissue or a toilet. Only under
extraordinary circumstances
should you find it necessary to
spit on public grounds
Let's bring some class to the
University and make this the
season for quitting spitting.

ON THE STREET

PETER
KUEBECK
Opinion Columnist

EMILY VANDEVELDE
SOPHOMORE, IPC
"Friendship."

A
ANGELA REDA
SOPHOMORE,
SPECIAL NEEDS

thadSchuke."

SL

AARON STUDEBAKER
SOPHOMORE,
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"The Newlyweds —
Jessica and Nick."

MIKE PRIMIANO
JUNIOR, DIGITAL ARTS

Your letters can range anywhere from a few sentences to 500 words.
Submissions from 600 to 800 words will be accepted as guest columns. Our
e-mail address is thenews@bgnews.com.

underwrite the new and green
direction he has taken.
Give Bush kudos for trying to
do something right in his four
years.
The preservation of an additional 1,270 acres won't save the
entire planet but if people who
visit the park take care of it, the
land will stay beautiful and benefit the community.
Thank you, Bush, for finally
giving us a reason to consider
giving you our vote.

for interpretation

What could you never
give up for Lent?

RICHARD ANDERSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
PSYCHOLOGY

Do you want to send a letter to the editor? How about a guest column?

because Bush has reduced pollution protections, polluted the
Clean Air Act and forgotten to
sign the Kyoto Protocol.
Any movement by this administration to preserve any aspect
of nature should be given
applause and encouragement.
But Bush's administration is
still looking for $625 million to
finish the project, according to
the Associated Press.
Maybe Bush should donate
some of his re-election funds to

PEOPLE Campus art is open

E-mail Brad with comments at
bcustis@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Quitting your
spitting would
be appreciated

back in 1806.
The movement to expand this
national treasure is a movement
for environmentalists, historians
and culture lovers.
How often can America list
great and daring feats of exploration? Only twice: the moon
and Lewis and Clark.
Changing the dimensions of
our social heritage is the first
step that Bush's administration
has taken for preserving our
environment. We say it's the first

"'Halo'for Xbox."

The Dorothy Uber Bryan and
Willard Wankleman galleries are
featuring the undergraduate Art
and Design exhibition in the
campus art building through
next Wednesday.
If you've never been to an
undergraduate art show before,
it's a great was to sample the
varied talents at this University.
Among this year's offerings
you'll see large-scale paintings
too detailed that from far away
you'd swear they were photographs Digital art, portraiture,
sculpture, metalwork and other
pieces running nearly the full
gamut of categories are also on
display.
The an building itself is a
great way to get culture on campus even when there isn't a
show on. You can tour the halls
and see what the sculpture
classes are taking a crack at,
what's developing with the photography students, what the life
drawing students are figuring
out and even breeze by the
glass-blowing area. The building
is, at any time during the
semester, full of paintings and
other crafts, a living and changing museum.
If you've never had an interest
in art before, the art building
may just change that.
Of course, the art building
isnt the only place to find artistic designs on campus—true,
there is also an art gallery at the
union which hosts a variety of
talents, but I'm talking about an
in places where you wouldn't
expect to find it
It's in the facades of the buildings — look at Saddlemire, the
Rec Center and others It's in
McFall — the second door is
host to several ancient mosaics
from the Mediterranean. It's on
the campus proper—the sculpture "Metamorphosis" located
by the seal. There are all kinds of
an on this campus, and I'm sure
this is the case on other campuses as well.
This, however, brings up a
question: "What does all this an
mean?"
For about 10 years I've been,
on my own time, a student of
art, teaching myself to draw and
reading about the lives and
works of artists I admire and the
theories behind their creations

I've learned enough over these
years to know that in each piece
of art, no matter what it is, there
" is a message, whether explicit or
implicit, what the artist wishes
to express
The problem, however, is in
interpreting the message correctly, getting astutely and intelligibly at what the artist is trying
to say.
The message of art isn't
always clear. Sometimes what
the artist is presenting to us is
purely aesthetic, reveling in the
beauty of form, color, line or situation without any particular
reasoning
Sometimes the art tells a
story. And, sometimes, the art is
meant to express a particular
statement about, say, society,
politics, personal or universal
experience. What we as
observers of art have to do is try
to look at the art carefully and,
to get the real thrust of the argument, decide which of these
categories, or others, the art fits
into.
More often than not, this is
difficult. Looking at the largescale, violent abstracts of
Jackson Pollock, for example, I
have a hard time understanding
what he's trying to say on my
own.
That's not to say, however,
that since I don't quite get it, he
should be painting in a more
realistic vein. Not at all. What
the first reaction of a viewer to
difficult an often is, "this obviously isn't saying anything. It's
paint and nothing more." I
know because I used to be one
of those people.
An artist shouldn't have to,
necessarily, put a long artist's
statement next to their work to
satisfy the onlooker, lust as in
court, the burden of proof is on
the prosecution; in art the burden of understanding is on the
viewer.
Thus, as you wander the art
shows on campus — all of
them, in their variety—and are
curious about what a piece of
art might mean, ask about it
the artist may not be right there,
but you can find books related
to the styles in which they work
and other resources that will
inform you.
If you don't understand what
they're saying, find out about
what you don't understand. Art
is a story of perception, and to
perceive you have to know what
you're looking at.

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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Marriage should have more
What carft you find on eBay?
restrictions to protect 'sanctity*
MANDY
LANGST0N

ADAM
WOLFE
Guesl Columnist

There are a number of problems with the article "Separation
will never mean equality" in yesterday's paper, regarding the
subject of gay marriage.
Guest columnist Jeannette
Beal declares that "these uncertain times" demand that "our
government must make a stand
and inform its people of just
where their country lies on certain issues," but she doesn't like
that our president has done just
that.
Beal states, "Citing that 'the
people need to decide,' President
Bush laughs in the face of'the
people'" in supporting a constitutional amendment to define
marriage as between one man
and one woman.
I wonder who exactly Beal
thinks the people are, since this
same issue of the BG News
reports that most Americans
oppose legalizing gay marriage. I
suspect that "the people" for Beal
means those Americans enlightened enough to share her opinions.
Beal also reports that
"President Bush would have you
believe that all religions endorse
only heterosexual marriages."
When did he say tliis? I think
you'd be hard-pressed to find
this in Bush's remarks, but it
makes a good straw man argument for Beal to set up opposite
her much more enlightened
masses of Wiccans and certain
Christian groups.

other words, that their religion
should not affect thru morality.
Although Beal's article is chock
full of emotionally loaded references to the civil rights movement. I question how easily the
"separate is not equal" argument
can be hijacked for her purposes.
For many, granting gay marriage does not promise to end
the "separate but equal" chapter
in American history, but rather
to open one up. If the right to
marriage is, as Beal says, the
right "to love and be loved — and
the ability to declare that love for
all to see," then surely all
humans have that right to marriage, including polygamists.
Why should marriage only be
between two people exclusively?
Or, for that matter, why can't
children have this with those
substantially older than them?
The point is that if marriage is as
degraded as Beal says (with a
nod to Britney Spears) — "folks
choose to get married just for the
'hey' of it, and divorce later" —
one answer is that more restrictions on when one can get married and divorced are needed,
not fewer.
Despite Beal's principled stand
in defense of democracy, the
marriage amendment will proceed through democratic means,
as BG News' handy chart
revealed: it requires the approval
of two-thirds of both the Senate
and the 1 louse of
Representatives, as well as threefourths of the state legislatures.
Between now and then, there
will be public debate, protests
and elections. 1 only hope that
the debate will be on sounder
grounds than those offered in
yesterday's column.

Reserving her harshest criticism for the "holy love" of marriage, Beal asks, "However does
Bush include domestic violence,
spousal rape, child abuse and
family violence in his 'holy
love?""
She then blames Bush for the
fact that there are more humane
shelters than places for battered
women. The question I have is, if
there are, in fact, more shelters
for the homeless than places for
battered women, is that inherently a bad thing? I suspect that
she is more concerned with how
domestic battery can be politically exploited for purposes of
debate, rather than in the relative
prevalence of homelessness or
domestic battery.
And if marriage is such a charncl house of violence, abuse and
rape, why would gays want it?
The truth is that marriage still
has a powerful aura of sanctity
and legitimacy about it, despite
all the mud that can be Bung at
it.
It is a disservice to many gays
seeking marriage to argue that
people choose to get married for
purposes of taxation and other
beneflta If the fact that "there arc
over 1,000 rights accorded to
married individuals" is a surprise
to many, as Beal hints in her article, that alone draws the economic argument into question.
More likely, most people —
straight or gay—seek marriage
for deeper reasons Exploring
what those reasons are might
help Beal here, since many of
these reasons come from deeply
felt religious beliefs. And most
Americans have a hard time with
anyone who says their religion
shouldn't leave the church — in

U-WIRE Columnist
Soap remnants.
Human souls.
The honor stories are out
there.
I've heard people talk about
some pretty sick things for sale
on eBay. How much truth is
there to the urban myths, and
how much of it is a bunch of
bunk?
I hardly know where to begin
with this, as I am still a bit
shocked at what anyone in the
world has access to purchase.
Shoppers, pay close attention
to the items I mention. If you
have any interest in these
items, feel free to surf on over to
eBay and start a bidding war
with other readers.
Recycling has become an
important pan of the effort to
conserve resources on Rarth.
Someone has apparently misunderstood the message of
conservation and decided to
sell their "Victoria's Secret Vstring black thong" on the web
for the sensible price of $5.
That's not much to pay for such
an item, considering that the
seller proclaims they "have only
one pair left of these."
My only concern is the wear
and tear the aforementioned
thong would haw if it were the
only underwear available to the
seller.
Yuck.

^MILLION
p£e?orAiNG!
2.6MILUON

If underwear isn't your fancy,
why not buy an "imaginary girlfriend" for $9.99? When I
searched for those words, I got
seven separate entries. One
came from a charming
Hawaiian girl named "Naquioa"
promising to send her buyer
"sexy pictures, emails and a few
perfumed scented love letters
on pretty stationary."
I guess that $9.99 isn't too
much to ask for such a genuine
romance as this.
Be sure to note that not a single item pertaining to an imaginary boyfriend was posted.
If containers are your thing
be sure to purchase empty
Oxycontin, Viagra, Methadone,
or Valium bottles for around $2
each. "Get these before they are
banned," the seller encourages.
Home supplies are a popular
category on eBay. Someone is
offering 40 coupons for Angel
Soft toilet tissue. The only
downfall of such a great deal is
that the coupons expire March
7. That means buying four
packages per day to meet the
heavenly soft deadline
If college really isn't the thing
for you, it is possible to drop
out and still have a diploma
Personalized diplomas are on
sale for only $3; you can
become a "Doctor of
Groundhogs" or invent your
own title. We finally have a way
to combat diose pesky tuition
increases.
For anyone with a flair for
decorating their dorm room
with empty lack Daniel's bot-

tles, you might want to consider selling them for $1 like some
guy in Texas.
Speaking of alcohol, did you
know that you can purchase an
item called "vomit fluid" for the
scandalously low price of $9.99?
It is "just what you may need in
some special situations."
What a fun party gag!
"First the unfortunate
drinker begins to feel queasy,
then comes the projectile vomiting," claims the description.
It's not all fun and games
though; the seller warns that
vomit fluid is "not to be used on
others without their consent"
I should hope not.
Some other odds and ends to
toss into your cyber shopping
cart include "Devil'sToenails
Fossil Oysters," and a "Deluxe
Wiccan I tab Kit" for $39.95.
With these powerful potions
that "make a great gift" the
buyer would lie able to create a
more attractive body for themselves, possibly.
If not, eBay comes to the rescue again with "Silicone Breast
Cups, size F.F."for$l99. Not
only can you avoid expensive
breast augmentation, but also
you can "decorate your home
or office" with the breasts. What
a lovely touch for any business
desk! They can be purchased
separately and each one is "a
work of art for itself" (whatever
that means).
The next time you get a craving to go to the mall, consider
all the stylish gifts you can't find
anywhere besides eBay.
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On This Day In History...
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On Feb. 26, 1998, a jury in Amarillo, Texas, rejected an $11
million lawsuit against Oprah Winfrey after Texas cattlemen
claimed a segment on Winfrey's talk show about mad-cow
disease caused the price of beef to decrease.

HYDROPONICS \s the answer
to your winter
gardening blues!
Find a wide selection of products ;ind services at the new
Carefree Garden Center for easy gardening year round, on
your deck, patio, living room, basement, garage or greenhouse -with a minimum of space. Use the latest technology
togrc»'safer,lxterqu:dity,,h)ilrorwik:arKlorgaiiicallygrov.ii
produce. Over 5,000 sq. feet of imuitmy conveniently located within
one mile of the 1-76 & 1-71 inlerchang: just off State Route 3!
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Carefree Garden Center
CropKing Inc.* 5050 Greenwich Rd • Seville. OH 44273
(800)555-2031' (330) 769-2002
www.carefreegarden.com

OPEN Mon-f i-10om-6 om-Saturday: 10om-2 om

WIHTHROP TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

•FREE Heat
•Ride our Free Resident Shuttle

tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30,1-4:30)

•2 swimming pools.
$200 Deposit
1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.
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HOUSES AVAILABLE
2004-2005

Am
agement

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
725 6TH STREET -3 BR. Limil 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Has 2
baths. Washer and dryer. $900.00 deposit Paid in 11 monthly installments of $963.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lent Dates- August I'). 2CXU
- August 6. 2005.
714 EK;HTH.#A - 2 BR. Duplex. $660.00 per month for 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Tenanls pay
utilities. Lease Dales - May 13, 2004 to May 7, 2003,
722 EIGHTH - 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00
deposit. Paid in 11 monthly payments of $5X8.00. Tenanls pay utilities. Lease Dates - May 15. 2004 lo May 7,20115.
831 SCOTT HAMILTON • Units A & B - Two 2 bedroom
duplexes. One balh each unit Limil 4 people per unil. $740.00
deposit. Paid in 11 monthly installments of $792.00. Lease dates May 15. 2004 to May 7. 2005.

We have many other units available. Stop in the
Rental Office for a complete brochure!

352-4380
2 Bedroom
Deluxe
Apartments
from only

2 Bedroom

Apartments
from only

*500

per
month!

(Located Across from TACO BELL)

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30
to 5:30 Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

600

per
month!

(in walking distance of campus)

Heinzsite
Apartments

RcntalOfficc (419) 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E.Wooster Street Bowling Green, OH

$

o
71 ON. Enterprise!
1 & 2 Bdrms

.

2 Bdrms corrtG iili I

and a ha
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CLOSE TO a

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!
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3 indicted in death of FBI informant
CLEVEI-AN1J (AP) —Three men have been indicted in the fatal shooting
of an FBI informant during a shootout with federal agents.
A Cuyahoga County grand jury indicted brothers Gary Ervin, 21, and
Wayne Hrvin, 18, and Aubrey Waller, 23, all of Cleveland, on Tuesday. They
are charged with murder, kidnapping, aggravated robbery, car theft and
felonious assault in the death of Darnell Lester, 26, of Cleveland.

STATE

Bill could bring short weeks
By Andrew Welsh-Huggins
AP S1A1IM0USC CORRESPOND!!!!

ACTION NEEDED: Ohio Gov. Bob Taft talks to Rep. Rob Portman, ROhio, right, prior to a news conference on Capitol Hill yesterday. The
governor asked lawmakers to act quickly on several bills.

Bill proposed,
energy at issue
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ohio
Gov. Bob Taft took the state's
needs to the state's congressional
delegation on yesterday, calling
on lawmakers to pass bills quickly on highway funding and energy policy.
"Transportation is the lifeblood
of Ohio's economy. It's die key to
our success." said Taft, who also
lobbied for the bill this week with
die Bush administration.
The president has threatened
to veto die road bill if it's too
much larger than his proposed
S256 billion package. Taft, a
Republican, said he supports the
Senate-passed $318 billion bill
because it would increase Ohio's
share of the federal gas tax.
Taft, who wrapped up the
annual
four-day
National
Governors Association meeting
in Washington, said he also spoke
to Ohio lawmakers about the

need to pass an energy bill dial
would mandate reliability standards for electric grid operators.
"We don't want any more
blackouts dlis summer," Taft said,
referring to the massive Aug. 14
power outage Uiat swept in seconds from Ohio to New York and
parts of Canada.
Taft said Ohio needs provisions
in the energy bill that would mandate greater use of ethanol, a fuel
addirive made from com.
The bill would create market
incentives that would give Ohio "a
better chance to break ground
and cut a ribbon this year" on an
ethanol plant, Taft said.
The governor also appealed to
die Ohio delegation to work with
him in protecting the state's military installations during die next
round of base closures, scheduled
for 2005.

U. of Akron inquiry
continues

after a state watchdog report
said one of them used university money to pay for personal
travel and computer repair.
The three employees were
placed on paid leave last month
as a result.

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Two
University of Akron employees
resigned and another was suspended yesterday, a month

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Public and private schools could switch to a four-day week
under a bill before lawmakers and endorsed
by die state as a way of giving districts more
flexibility with their schedules.
The state school board recommended the
change, which is backed by the Ohio School
Boards Association.
However, school administrators and the
statewide union representing thousands of
bus drivers, custodians and other school
employees oppose the bill, fearing it could
lead to cuts in wages and problems with parents scrambling to find child-care.
The I louse already has approved the legislation, which would let districts measure their
school year by instructional hours rather than
days.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Thorn Collier, a
Mount Vernon Republican, would also eliminate so-called calamity days. Under current
law, districts are allowed to excuse students
for up to five days because of bad weather or
other problems that close schools.

Ohio now defines a school year as 182
school days. The bill, now in the Senate
Education Committee, would define the year
by 910 instructional hours per year for elementary schools and 1,001 hours for high
schools.
"If this thing passes, it doesn't mean every
school district would go to four-day school
week," Fred Pausch, the school boards' legislative services director, said yesterday.
"Obviously it would be a local decision with
the superintendent, the school board, the
community and everybody else involved."
Private schools also support the hill, saying
it gives schools of different sizes and schedules more flexibility in teaching.
For example, the bill would help students at
several of Ohio's boarding schools, many of
whom are involved in school activities in the
evening and Saturdays, Richard O'Hara, head
of the Wellington School in Columbus, told
House lawmakers.
More than 100 schools in at least 10 other
states allow a four-day week, according to
Collier.
He said schools could use money saved by

a shorter work week to pay for all-day kindergarten, college courses, tutoring or other
extracurricular activities.
Some superintendents question how the
requirement would affect non-teaching contracts.
"My cafeteria workers and bus drivers here
aren't going to sit quiedy for a 20 percent
salary reduction because they may be needed
one day less a week," said lames Knapp,
superintendent of Columbia local schools in
northeast Ohio.
Knapp also said the plan may not prove
popular with parents smuggling to rearrange
child-care schedules.
The Ohio Association of Public School
Employees, representing 38,000 custodians,
cafeteria workers and bus drivers around
Ohio, opposes the bill.
"This could have a great deal of disruption
both educationally, employee-wise and from
a child-care and child monitoring perspective," said OAPSE spokesman Mark I latch.
The state association of school administrators also opposes it, saying it could hurt student learning.

Policy on gays could cost Scouts big bucks
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —The
local Boy Scout council could lose
nearly half a million dollars a year
In United Way funding because of
the organization's national policy
against gays.
The United Way of Central
Ohio adopted a policy on
Tuesday requiring the 80 organizations it tin id- to sign a nondiscrimination pledge.
Any group that fails to do so by
the end of the year could be cut
off from United Way funding in
2005.
The move is aimed at the
Simon Kcnton Council, which
serves more than 42,000scouts in

23 counties. The council received
about $498,000 from the local
United Way this year.
"United Way of Central Ohio
raises dollars from the entire
community, and we believe
strongly that we must serve the
needs of the entire community,"
Chairwoman Tanny Crane said.
Lee Shaw, interim director of
the Simon Kenton Council, said
he hopes to satisfy the requirement without jeopardizing the
Boy Scouts' values.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
in 2000 that the Boy Scouts of
America did not have to hire gays
as Scout leaders or accept them

as members.
"The ruling set off a firestorm
of criticism in the gay and lesbian
communities," said Yvette McGee
Brown, who was chairwoman of
the United Way board at the time.
Some gays stopped giving to
the agency's annual campaign.
Many asked United Way contributors to designate their donations to social-service groups
other than the Boy Scouts.
Some United Way affiliates
around the country have stopped
or reduced funding to the Boy
Scouts. Others, such as the
Cleveland-area agency, stopped
funding traditional Scout pro-

grams but support Learning for
Life, a Boy Scout-sponsored program that has no prohibitions
and allows girls to participate.
A majority of the money from
the United Way of Central Ohio
supports the Learning for Life
program, Shaw said, without providing specifics.
Mary Jo Hudson, a United Way
board member and gay-rights
activist, said die policy will vindicate gay men who have been
banned from volunteering or
helping their sons' Scout troops.

Thomas Gaylord, a vice president for informational and
instructional technologies, and
Michael Donnelly, assistant
director of network services,
resigned yesterday prior to their
appeal hearings with the university.

The university's board of
trustees placed David Wasik,
director of application systems
services, on suspension without pay for three months.
Inspector General Tom Charles'
report said that besides the
travel and computer charges,

Gaylord billed the university for
expenses he never incurred and
accepted thousands of dollars
in gifts from companies doing
business with the university.
The report said Gaylord also
used university employees to
help him move, required an

assistant to buy him lunch
without reimbursement and
made wasteful spending decisions.
University President Luis
Proenza has asked state Auditor
Betty Montgomery to review
die university's fiscal policies.

College of Musical Arts
Opera Theater
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Hungry for some
pancakes?

presents

2-3 Bedroom furnished
townhouses

Fledermaus

w/ A/C, lull basements, W/D hookup, dishwashers, garbage
disposals. 9 & 1/2 month or 1 year lease available

Then come to a Dante Marathon Pancake Breakfast Sponsored by...

S^

the lovely ladies of Alpha Omicron Pi

When: Friday February 27th from 11:30-2:30
Where: The AOn house
#

You can Dine In or Carry Outl

2 Bedrooms {l^,™.,
• February Deposit

Special for 2
Bedrooms

Si bursarable lor 2 pancakes, 2 sausage, and Oj.

{$500

For the Kids!
1 OV IIOV

OV

t, Id IMikl VR. INC.
445 East Woosler St. • 352-0717

OV I OV HOY HOY HOY

"The Bat," music by Johann Strauss Jr.
Performed in English
Directed by F. Eugene Dybdahl
February 27 and 28
8 p.m., Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

Tickets: $8, $10 and $12
For ticket information, call
419-372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224

www.greenbriarrentals.com

BGSU

w

352-9375

£Wfijg

-1 6 2Bedroom
Apartments

Bedroom

Toumhouses

• Carports

Carports

• IN THE 2 BDRM:

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups

2 Baths

• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Full Basement

CALL 353-5800 Today!

/tfEfcCA

Management Inc.

248 S.Main St.
(two blocks south of
Wooster on th« right)

We Care About
The Water You Drink
' Just 30c a Gallon
• Chemical & Sodium Free
• Natural Hydration
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily
• Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
• Self Serve - BYOB
•NAMA Approved

Rollerblade

I ii ■ I i ii i' Skates

.Pro3'sReg.$120 NOW $70
■/ Old Skate Rental sell off tQQ & yn

Oakley Eye wear, clothing, shoes and sandals
Buy any pair of Oakley eyewear
and get 40% off any shoe
or clothing item.

Walermill

Express

(Look For The Watermllls)

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main

North: 1058 N. Main

(next to Pagliai's, BG)

(next to The Pharm, BG)

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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TWO PILOTS KILLED AS HELICOPTER CRASHES IN EUPHRATES
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A U.S. military helicopter crashed into the Euphrates
River yesterday, killing its two pilots. The craft was burning as it went down
after an explosion, witnesses said, but the military said the cause of the crash
was not known.The U.S. military has lost 15 helicopters since the occupation
began in May— mostly to hostile fire. Sixty-two Americans have died in the
crashes.The helicopter, from the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment, based at Fort
Carson, Colo., went down about 1:50 p.m. 120 miles northwest of the capital.

www.bgnews.com/world

WORLD

Rebel anticipation brings chaos
Peace still an option for
Haiti's capitol, according to rebel leader.
By Michael Norton
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
The leader of armed rebels who
have overrun half of Haiti said
yesterday he wants to "give a
chance to peace" and indicated
his troops would hold off attacking the capital to see if President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide will resign.
A U.N. Security Council meeting on Haiti is scheduled for
today. President Bush said the
United States is encouraging the
international community to provide a strong "security presence,"
and France said a peace force
should be established immediately for deployment once a political agreement is reached.
The rebels are in control of
Haiti's second-largest city, CapHaitian, where their leader, Guy
Philippe, told The Associated
Press yesterday that they were
taking a wait-and-see approach
to proposals to send international peacekeepers.
"If they do not attack the
Haitian people, we won't attack
them," he said. "If they come to
help us to remove Mr. Aristide,
they will be welcome."
Philippe estimated his rebel
force had grown from a couple of
hundred to 5,000 with new
recruits and more ex-soldiers
joining the 3-week-old popular
uprising to oust Aristide, and said
they were ready to fight.
Asked when they planned to
move on Port-au-Prince, he said:
"We're ready. We just want to give
a chance to peace," indicating
they would hold off. "We're ready
to talk to anyone. The only one
the country doesn't want is Mr.
Aristide."
Asked how long they were willing to wait, Philippe said the decision was not his alone. "We have
10 people who make the military
decisions," he said, declining to
list them. "I'm speaking for
them."
Philippe has given various
deadlines for his threatened
attack on the city, most recently
this coming Sunday, his 36th
birthday.
With diplomats trying to find a

political solution, foreigners tried
to flee Haiti yesterday, some
guarded by U.S. Marines, as looting enipted in the capital. Panic
overtook the city, although there
was no sign of the rebels
As the rebels plotted their
moves, leaders of Haiti's political
opposition asked the international community to help ensure
a "timely and orderly" departure
of Aristide.
French Foreign Minister
Dominique de Villeptn urged the
"immediate" establishment of an
international civilian force.
"This force would be charged
with assuring the restoration of
public order and support actions
in the field of the international
community," de VUlepin said in a
statement that stopped short of
calling for Aristide's resignation.
"As far as President Aristide is
concerned, he bears grave
responsibility for the current situation," de VUlepin said. "It's his
decision, it's his responsibility.
Every one sees that this is about
opening a new page in the history of Haiti."
France also said it wants
human rights observers sent to its
former colony and a "long term"
engagement of international aid
aimed at reconstructing its economy.
lamaica's U.N. ambassador,
Stafford O. Neil, said at the United
Nations it might be possible to
dispatch a small "interposition
force" to keep the rebels and
Aristide supporters apart.
One U.N. diplomat noted the
rebels can only come to Port-auPrince by two roads, so placing
such a force would be relatively
easy and would buy time for a
political solution.
De VUlepin said he was to meet
Friday in Paris with representatives of the government and the
opposition. Opposition leader
Mischa Gaillard, however, said it
was unclear when they would be
able to leave Haiti because of the
political chaos.
Roads all over Port-au-Prince
were blocked by dozens of flaming barricades, shops were shuttered and hotels were barred
against looters.
The roadblocks were intended
to stop the rebels who began the
uprising Feb. 5, but militants at
the barricades also used guns and
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stones to stop cars and loot them a last chance for peace. Aristide
of handbags, luggage and cell on Saturday accepted the plan,
phones. Police did not intervene. under which he would remain as
Overnight, a car dealership on president but with diminished
the airport road was looted and powers, sharing the government
torched. A suburban bar was set with his political rivals.
"It is absolutely necessary for
ablaze, and nearby shops were
looted, along with a private food the international community to
warehouse in the Cite Soleil sea- accompany the country in its
quest for a mechanism that will
side slum.
American Airlines delayed allow for a timely and orderly
three of its five daily flights to the departure of jcan-Bcrtrand
United States because crew and Aristide," said a statement from
passengers were trying to get the opposition Democratic
through the roadblocks. Air Platform coalition.
It appeared the international
Jamaica canceled its flights to
community was reconsidering its
Haiti.
Guy Lockrcy, an auto worker insistence that Aristide remain
from Flint, Mich., abandoned his president. Two Western diplocar at a barricade and headed to mats said they and colleagues
the airport on foot with his suit- were preparing a request to ask
case when police picked him up. Aristide to resign.
An opposition politician said
"We didn't feel any tension
until we got close to the capital," foreign diplomats told the
said Lockrey, who had been help- Democratic Platform not to say
ing to build a church in west-cen- that the international community had rejected their counterprotral Haiti.
U.S. Marines, who arrived posal.
The counterproposal, sent
Monday, were to escort a convoy
of U.N. personnel. The United Tuesday to Secretary of State
Nations ordered all nonessential Colin Powell, would install a
Supreme Court justice as interim
staff and family to leave.
Britain and Australia have president and ensure Aristide's
urged their citizens to leave, fol- "orderly departure."
In Washington, the top U.S.
lowing similar warnings from the
United States, France and envoy for the hemisphere, Roger
Mexico. There are about 30,000 Noriega, told legislators that if a
Walter MM APPMo
foreigners in Haiti, 20,000 of them political solution cannot be
reached, "they'll consider many CONFERENCE: Haitian rebel leader Guy Philippe, center right, conAmericans.
Canada and the Dominican things, they'll consider a whole fers with a rebel soldier in front of the Mont Joli hotel in CapRepublic sent small teams of gamut of options, but they do not Haitian, Haiti, on Monday.
troops to protect their embassies. want to go in and simply prop up
Canadian Maj. Mike Audette said Aristide," according to Rep.
the Canadians would join sol- Lincoln Diaz-Balart, R-Fla.
Rebels call on Aristide to step down
Bush indicated an internationdiers sent Tuesday to prepare for
the possible evacuation of more al force may be needed to provide
US Marines escorted foreigners trying to flee Haiti's capital
security in Haiti, possibly as a way
than 1,000 Canadians.
Wednesday as looting broke out Opposition leaders insisted that
The Church of lesus Christ of to enforce a diplomatic and politPresident Jean-Bertrand Aristide resign and are calling for the
Latter-day Saints evacuated the ical solution.
international community to ensure his orderly departure.
White House spokesman Scott
last of its 120 missionaries. "We're
hoping to come back when McClellan said various nations
there's peace," said Joel Tougas, a are prepared to "police" a political
church elder from Deep Cove, solution to the violence. "We're
working with the international
Canada.
On Tuesday, Aristide wanted community on these efforts and
that thousands could die if rebels the international community has
tried to take the capital. At least made it clear that there would be
two men were shot to death yes- a police force that could assist or
terday in Cap-Haitian — one for that would help with a political
allegedly looting, another for sup- solution, and our commitment is
porting Aristide. The Red Cross to assist in those efforts," he said.
Bush reiterated that the U.S.
raised the overall death toll to 80,
Coast Guard will turn back any
at least half of them police.
The opposition coalition Haitian refugees trying to reach
rejected an international peace American shores.
SOURCE. Associated Press
plan that diplomats had billed as
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Kent State's streak
ends with loss at UB

February 26,
2004

AMHERST, N.Y. (AP) —
Daniel Gilbert scored 22 points
and Calvin Cage added 18 to
lead Buffalo over Kent State 8266 last night, ending the Golden
Flashes' 10-game winning
streak.
Buffalo (13-11, 8-7 MidAmerican Conference) used a
19-4 first half run to help build
its42-19halftinielead.
Yassin Idhihi scored 16 points
and was 4-4 from 3-point range
for the Bulls, who won their
fourth straight. Turner Battle
added 13 points.
Bryan Bedford led Kent State
(20-4,13-2 MAC) with 18 points,
while (ason Edwin scored 14
and DeAndre Haynes 11.
Gilbert keyed the first-half
run with a 3-pointer that tied
the score at 16. Cage and Idbihi
hit back-to-back 3-pointers and
Cage capped the spurt with a
pair of free throws, making the
score 32-20 with 6:03 left in the
first half.

Eastern 75, Ohio 64
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP) —
Markus Austin scored 26 points
to lift Kastern Michigan to a 7564 win over Ohio yesterday.
Austin hit six of nine shots
from behind the 3-point line to
help the Eagles (12-12, 6-9
MAC) stay in contention for a
first-round home game in the
Mid-American
Conference
tournament.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Swimmers compete at MAC
By Adam Hritzafc
SPOfltS REPORTER

The
Mid-American
Conference swimming championship kicks off today, with BG
hoping to sneak atop the leaderboard aftera tough, but progressive season.
The MAC championship is
hosted this year by Miami
University at Oxford, Ohio. The
Redhawks are heavily favored to
win it all at home after winding
up a perfect 8-0 in MAC meets
and 12-1 overall. BG went head
to head with Miami at the end of
January, but fell 176-121.
Miami will face its toughest
competition
from
Ohio
University, who finished 7-1 in
conference and 9-2 overall. The
final MAC standings left four
teams tied for third place at 4-4;
Akron, Ball State, Buffalo, and

Eastern Michigan. Toledo and
BG tied at 2-6, while Marshall
finished last with a 1-7 conference record.
After a slow start to the season
for the Falcons, their hard work
and dedication led to two home
victories over Marshall and Ball
State. They ended the season
dropping two road meets to
Buffalo and Akron, but the team
is well rested and excited for the
big stage.
"We've been training hard for
the championship, but we
wanted the team to get their rest
so they will peak at MAC's," said
BG head coach Keri Buff. "We've
had a good work ethic all year
and all 1 want is for this team to
do the best they can."
At last year's championship,
the Falcons finished in sixth
place, but they had twice the

amount of swimmers on the
team. With a new breed of
young swimmers on this year's
squad stepping up, led by
sophomores
Stephanie
Buckner, Kara Ohngren, and
Dana Schultz, and freshman
Caroline Keating and Brit
O'Connor, the team is hoping to
get at least another sixth place
finish.
"This year, we are a lot
stronger and more focused,"
diver Molly Peterson said.
"Coach Buff is always positive
and she gets the team pumped
up for competition."
"One of the biggest keys to our
team is that we all believe in ourselves," Schultz said.
The MAC championship is a
three-day event and it begins at
11 a.m. with swimming preliminaries.

MftiNMzprBGNnn
CHAMPIONSHIP TIME: A Bowling Green swimmer competes in a
meet at Cooper Pool. The Falcons are set to compete in the MAC
Championships, starting today with prelims, in Oxford.
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Merfs game lives up to hype
By Elliott Schreiner

the game and would remain
that way for the next 1:36.
It was 20 minutes until tip off
The tide would turn in the
and there were already chants unlikeliest of fashions. Cory
of "let's go Rockets" and Eyink, who had trouble hitting
"B.G.S.U."
threes for most of the game
The battle of 1-75 was underfound himself with the ball
way well before the game start- while the shot clock was winded, and it ended well after most ing down. After making a move
were expecting as the Bowling left, Eyink faded for a 22-footer
Green men's basketball team that would find nothing but the
was able to close out arch-rival bottom of the net and give BG
loledo 79-76 in overtime. The the three point lead with 1:06 to
win moved the Falcons to 8-7 in Playthe Mid-American Conference
Toledo
center
A.J.
and dropped the Kockcts to 10- Shellabarger would take it from
5 in conference play.
there. The 6-9 senior found
"That was one hell of a himself open under the hoop
game," BG head coach Dan often in the final minute of regDakich said. "I'm happy we ulation. He was fouled twice in
won. I couldn't be more proud a 16 second span and would
of our team."
split the four free throws to
Neither team could gather an bring the score to 68-67. After
advantage in the early going as Eyink split his pair of free
the Falcons mounted leads of throws to put the Falcons up by
only five on two different occa- two, Shellabarger found himself
sions in the first half. The back open again, and this time made
and forth half would see Toledo his shot to make the score 69-69
walk out with a 38-35 lead after and send the two teams into
a Keith Triplett three with 11
overtime.
seconds to go. The next half
Toledo
pressured
BG
would be much of the same.
throughout the overtime and
Toledo took advantage early looked poised to win as they
as they mounted a 44-37 lead held a 76-72 lead with 1:37 left
just 1:49 into the second half. in the game.
Unfortunately for die Rockets,
After a Steven Wright lay-in
that would be their biggest lead and a Toledo miss at the other
of the entire game.
end, it was time for BG to make
The Falcons were able to something happen. And they
fight back and gained their first did with just ten seconds
lead of the second half on a remaining as Josh Almanson
lohn Reimold three with 6:43 would play the role of hero by
remaining This was just the making a put back and hitting a
beginning of what would be a free throw after being fouled on
classical rivalry matchup.
the play.
The two teams battled to a
65-65 dead lock with 2:42 left in
MEN WIN, PAGE 10
ASSISTANT SP0RIS EDITOR

Samjntlu Andafun BG News

LOOKING TO PASS: Bowling Green center Kevin Netter tries to find an open man during the Falcons'
79-76 overtime win over rival Toledo last night. The Falcons host Ball State and Western Michigan
before hitting the road for their final regular season game.

Big second half vaults BG
to 77-67 win over Marshall
By Ryan AutuKo
SPORTS REPORTER

Falcon head coach Curt
Miller wasn't happy with the
way Stefanie Wenzel was
handling the ball late in the
contest against Marshall last
night. Wenzel's turnovers
resulted in Miller getting
upset with his senior guard.
Oh how his emotions
changed quickly.
Wenzel, who scored a
game-high 21 points, hit a
clutch three pointer late in
the second half to kill a
Thundering Herd rally, ulti-

mately leading the Falcons to
a
77-67
victory
in
Huntington.
Bowling Green faced out
to an 11-2 lead to start the
game, but that lead was
quickly squashed to 15-14.
BGSU, who never trailed in
the contest, took the game
back over temporarily with
several three pointers and
solid looks under the basket.
After taking a 37-25 lead
into the break BGSU (16-9,95) came out firing on all
cylinders in the second half.
Ali Mann connected on two

straight three pointers near
the middle of the half to raise
the Falcon lead to 58-38.
Mann,
who
battled
through a head cold, scored
20 points to go along with
eight rebounds.
Marshall (14-11, 6-8)
would battle back however
as they shaved the lead to 6965 with a combination of hot
shooting and a tenacious
press on the defensive end.
The Falcons had many
chances to put the game
away in the second half, but
were unable to hit from the

free-throw line, shooting
only 59 percent. With the
Thundering Herd looking to
pull off a comeback, Wenzel
connected on one of her five
three pointers to put the
game on ice.
"I was on her really hard
because of the turnovers, but
big credit to these seniors,
they lead this freshman
group in a tough place to
win," said Miller. "I'm ecstatic, that four overtime loss is
WOMEN WIN, PAGE 10
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PASSING: Bowling Green's Tene Lewis tries
to pass around two defenders. Lewis and the
Falcons beat Marshall last night, 77-67.
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IMPROVING: BG's Breanne
Metzger competes on the beam
against Kent State on Feb. 8.

High score
at Kent State
meet shows
progress
By lason A. Oixon
SPORTS REPORTER

Though they have not won a
rreetsinreFeb.6\the optimism and
confidence level has never been
more apparent for the Bowling
Green State gymnastics team.
One of the reasons can be attributed to the Falcons' performance
during the last meet against Kent
State and George Washington in
which they compiled a 194.97 team
score - their second highest score of
the season.
BG (4^, 2-2) looks to continue
their steady improvement when
they host Northern Illinois in the
Eppler Complex on Sunday at 2
pm
"1 think their performance in the
last meet gave them a lot of confidence, and they went in very
focused," assistant coach Kerri
Beach said. "We had some injuries
in practice this week, but the team
has had an exceptional attitude
through it ail and they are still a confident bunch going into this weekends meet"
Third-year head coach Mark
Sontag and the Huskies (4-5,2-3)
are coming off of a second-place
finish at their quadrangular meet
against Central Michigan, AlaskaAnchorage and Winona State.
NIU is averaging a 193.155 team
score, led by all-around reformers
Krisrina Campos and Danniefle
Dacey, who average 39.065 and
38005. Rspectively.
The Falcons, who are posting a
193.7929 team score per-meet and
average a higher score in all four
events, holds a 6-2 advantage in the
all-time series but the Huskies won
last year only meeting. 194.675192525.
BY*ttSTS.PAGE9
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Lewis indicted on drug charges
By Elliott McLaughlin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Robtrl Bor»a »' I' iota

INDICTED: Baltimore running back Jamal Lewis runs with the ball
during training camp in July. Lewis, who had the second-highest
rushing total in NFL history last season, was indicted yesterday.

ATLANTA — Baltimore Ravens
running back Jamal Lewis, who
had the second-highest rushing
total in NFL history last season,
was indicted yesterday on federal
drug charges.
The Atlanta native is accused of
trying to help a childhood friend
buy cocaine in the summer of
2000 — just before he signed a
six-year, $35.3 million contract
with the Ravens. No drugs were
ever purchased, according to the
indictment.
The running back's attorney,
Ed Garland, said his client was
innocent and would turn himself
in yesterday.
"Mr. lewis wants everybody to
know that he did nothing wrong,"
Garland said. "He was not part of
any drug deal and any contention that he was is false."
Lewis is charged with conspiring to possess with the intent to
distribute 5 kilograms of cocaine
and using a cell phone in the
commission of the first count,
according to U.S. Attorney
William S. Duffey.
The indictment came out of a

drug investigation that has led to
30 convictions and helped dismantie a cocaine-trafficking ring
in the city, Duffey said. He refused
to say whether Lewis was tied to
that drug ring.
In an affidavit, FBI special
agent Hoyt Mahaley said that an
informant contacted Lewis on his
cell phone on June 23, 2000, to
discuss selling cocaine to Lewis'
friend. The conversation was
recorded, according to the agent.
"The cooperating source told
Lewis that he/she was willing to
sell the narcotics to Lewis' associates for a price that Lewis can
tax," meaning the price could be
marked up for a profit, Mahaley
said in the affidavit.
"Lewis responded 'Yeah," the
agent said.
Hours after the call, lewis and
the friend, Angelo Jackson, met
with the informant at an Atlanta
restaurant, the affidavit said.
There, Lewis and lackson asked
the informant how much cocaine
the informant was capable of distributing, the affidavit alleges.
Jackson and the informant met
again on July 12,2000, at a gas station in suburban Atlanta, the affi-

davit said. During the meeting
they discussed drugs, but no purchase was made.
Lewis wasn't at the gas station.
His attorney, however, said Lewis
was at the restaurant, but not for
the reason alleged in the indictment.
lackson was also indicted and
arrested yesterday. He faces the
same counts and a third for
attempt to possess with the
intent to distribute cocaine.
Ravens spokesman Chad
Steele said the indictment came
as a surprise to the team. "We had
no clue," he said, adding that
Lewis was in Florida.
In a statement, the team said:
"We believe in due process, and
lamal will have his day in court.
There are two sides to every story.
From what we know of the
charges, these seem out of character for tile Jamal we know."
Ravens defensive end Anthony
Weaver said: "I was surprised, but
I don't about the facts. 1 know
lamal's character, and to me, he's
always been a straightforward
guy. I just hope he finds the right
people to help him get through
this."

Preseason No. 3 BG heads south
By Ryan Autuito
SPORTS REPORTER

Leigh Ross-Shaw will
begin her sixth campaign at
the Softball helm as the
team travels to the Comfort
Inn Mercer Classic in
Macon, Ga. BGSU will play
five games in the three-day
tournament which begins
tomorrow.
The Falcons, (26-26-1,
15-9) a season ago, were
picked third in the MidAmerican West preseason
polls. Ross-Shaw, an assistant two years prior to
being named head coach in
1996, believes she has a
youthful team, but one that
doesn't lack talent.
"I have a very young
team, there are four sophomore returning starters and
at least two new freshman
starters," Ross-Shaw said.
"Our pitching will be very
strong. Liz Vrabel was our
No. 1 last year, but Jody
Johnson is throwing just as
well as Liz."
Eleven
letterwinners
return, including seven
starters to this year's squad,
but a strong recruiting class
will have many veterans

being pushed for starting
positions.
Ross-Shaw went to the
western part of the country
to sign two freshmen.
Jeanine Baca, a centerfielder from La Habra. Calif, and
Megan McPherson, a second baseman out of
Henderson, Nev. will be
permanent starters for the
Falcons.
"Jeanine is a true outfielder, many girls we have
had to convert to the outfield," Ross-Shaw said. "She
could bat in the one, three
or five spots for us; she's just
an all-around great athlete.
"Megan is a great base
runner; she's going to score
a lot of runs for us. Kari
Steigerwald and Emmy
Ramsey are coming around
too. If they put the ball in
play they can get on the
field."
Complimenting
the
rookies is a strong nucleus
of upperclassmen. Along
with the pitching duo of
Vrabel and Johnson is a
solid infield. Gina Rango, a
first-team all region selection a year ago, will start at
third base.

Ross-Shaw says that
Rango was disappointed
with her performance last
year and as a result has gotten much stronger.
A battle for the starting
spot at first base will take
place between returning
starter Lindsay Heimrich
and
senior
Candace
Benton. Benton was out
last year with an ankle
injury but will be anxious to
get back onto the field.
Jenifer Kernahan is
strong behind the plate and
Ross-Shaw likes her ability
to throw out base runners.
Maria Murphy, who has
battled injuries throughout
her career, will look for
playing time at second
base.
Ross-Shaw has seen her
share of success during her
tenure at BGSU, compiling
a 73-45 record in her six
seasons, but she seems far
from being satisfied.
"Our message for this
year is that we're tired of
just making it to the MAC
tournament, and we want
to go further," Ross-Shaw
said. "Everyone's pretty
focused right now."

The NFL declined to comment.
Lewis was the fifth pick overall
in the 2000 draft, and signed that
July with the Ravens.
Last year, he became the fifth
player in NJT, history to rush for
more than 2.000 yards. His 2,066
yards fell short of Eric Dickerson's
record of 2,105 yards in the final
game. He was the AP's Offensive
Player of the Year.
In November 2001, he was suspended for four games after violating the NFUs substance and
alcohol abuse policy. The league
did not disclose the details of the
violation, in keeping with its policy.
Lewis is the second Baltimore
Raven to face serious charges in
Atlanta. In 2000, star linebacker
Ray Lewis — no relation to Jamal
— was charged with murder
along with two other men following a fight.
During the trial sue months
later, Ray lewis pleaded guilty to
a misdemeanor charge of
obstruction of justice. 1 le testified
against his two co-defendants,
who later were acquitted of all
charges.

Popovich
leading the
way for BG
GYMNASTS, FROM PAGE 8
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STARTING OFF: A Bowling Green infielder makes a play to beat the
baserunner during a game last season. The Falcons open their season
at the Comfort Inn Mercer Classic in Macon, Ga., starting tomorrow.

"This is a determined group right now
and we're totally focused on us," Beach
said. "It's all about the team score, and I
think they are all looking to continue hitting tlieir routines."
Co-captain Melissa Rjpovich is averagingascoreof39.0B21 in the all-around performance, which ranks No 23 in the country
Krison DiPietro, the Falcons' only other
all-around performer, is recording a 3834
score per-meet
Beach said that she is impressed with
the overall improvement of the entire
team
"I think everyone lias really stepped up
so we know that everyone can step up if
they need to" she said. "That's a good reding to have, especially with our injuries."
BG has three meets remaining before
the Mid-American Championship, and
Marie-Eve Boisvert says that is just enough
time for the team to hit its peak.
"Our main goal is to keep improving our
team scores," said Boisvert. who is averaging 9.633 on the beam and 9.7042 on the
uneven bars. "We really have nothing to
lose and performing at home for two of the
last three meets should give us a big boost"

Saint Joe,s stays unbeaten with 83-58 win over UMass
ByJimmy Golen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AMHERST, Mass. — Each of
the guards had a big half to keep
Saint Joseph's unbeaten.
Jameer Nelson scored 17 of his
19 points in the first half and
Delonte West scored 15 of his 23
in the second last night and the
second-ranked Hawks beat
Massachusetts 83-58.
Nelson had eight assists and
West had seven rebounds for the

Hawks (25-0, 14-0 Atlantic 10),
who won by double figures for the
sixth consecutive game and the
12th time in their last 14. Tyrone
Barley was 4-of-4 from 3-point
range for 12 points.
Top-ranked Stanford is also
undefeated, 23-0 heading into its
game against Oregon tonight.
Rashaun Freeman scored 21
points for UMass (9-16, 3-10),
which lost its fifth consecutive
game. The Minutemen jumped to

an early lead and held it for 10
minutes in a bid to spoil Saint Joe's
quest for a perfect season, but
then the Hawks guards started
shooting and the result was the
same as it has been all season.
Saint Joseph's has already
clinched the regular-season conference title, and the school needs
two more wins to head into the
Atlantic 10 tournament unbeaten; no team has entered the
NCAA tourney without a loss

Falcon Hockey /J
iwnw.bgsufalcons.com
BGSU
vs.
Mort.lii'rii Michigan
Friday - 7:05 p.m.
Saturday - 7:35 p.m.
(Fax Sports INIet)
February 27th & 28th
BGSU Ice Arena
On Friday two lucky fans will gat tha chanca to win a
Falcon Prlza Pack In tha Falcon Dlstanca
. Challangal

*
On Saturday don't mlas out on your chanca to DO on talavision aa Fox Sports Nat will talavlsa tha action starting
at 7:35 p.m. Also two lucky fans will hava tha chanca to
win Marcos Pizza Prlzas during Marcos Pizza night!

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket

since UNLV in 1991. The Hawks
play at Rhode Island on Saturday
with a chance to become the first
Atlantic 10 team to start the season 26-0 since UMass in 1995-96.
When Saint Joe's and UMass
played on Jan. 21, the Hawks
scored the first 15 points of the
game and led 50-23 at the half en
route to a 92-67 victory. This one
was tougher at the start, even if
the outcome turned out the
same.

UMass took a 4-0 lead on baskets by Jeff Viggiano and Maurice
Maxwell, and the Minutemen
had an 8-5 lead before Nelson
scored his first point on a free
throw. UMass went up 13-6 on a
basket by Freeman and Maxwell's
3-pointer before the game turned
completely around.
Barley hit a 3-pointer with
11:31 left in the half, then West
made a basket and Barley hit
another 3 to give the 1 lawks their

first lead of the game, 14-13, with
9:54 remaining Nelson hit two
free throws and followed that
with a layup, spinning through
the lane to make it 18-13 and
complete the 11-0 run.
UMass trailed 37-31 before
Nelson made a basket in the final
seconds and, when Saint Joe's got
the ball back on a turnover with
just over 1 second remaining,
West hit a jumper at the buzzer to
make it 41-31.

Falcon Basketball
www.bgsufalcons.com

BGSU vs. Ball State
Saturday
Feb. 28th
1:00 P.M.
Anderson Arena
Students don't miss out on your
chance to win FREE FRIES at 85
eourtosy of McDonald's If tha
Falcona score 85 or more points and
winl
Also FREDDIE, FRIEDA, and SIC SIC
will ba unmasked)

\,

HPH
*

* 4

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket
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Golfers finish second
By layme Ramson
SPORTS E0II0R

Playing in their first tournament since October, the Bowling
Green men's golf team finished
second at the Charleston
Southern University Kick-Off
Classic in Charleston, S.C.
Host school CSU won the
three-round tournament with a
team score of 890. The Falcons
finished 15 strokes back with a
team score of 905. Bowling Green
finished ahead of Western
Carolina and Davidson in the 12team field.
The Falcons shot 303 in the
first round, 306 in the second
round and 296 to close in

Tuesday's final round.
"1 was happy with our finish,
finishing second and getting in
that last pairing for the third
tournament in a row," BG coach
Garry Winger said. "We were
really a long shot to win being 11
shots back going into the final
round and five shots out of second so it was nice to move up
into second place."
Dating back to last tall, the
Falcons have now been in the
final pairing in three straight
tournaments.
Heath Ziglar and Craig Pickerel
led the way for the Falcons in the
CSU tournament. Ziglar tied for
third place individually with a

score of 222 for the tournament.
He shot a diird round low of 70 in
the final round.
"Heath continued his good
play," Winger said. "He won Ball
State's tournament, the second
to last tournament of the fall,
then at Xavier (he finished third],
and he shot 6-under par in the
first two rounds. He continued to
play well."
Pickerel finished in 11th place,
matching Ziglar's final round
score of 70 on Tuesday. Overall
he finished live strokes behind
Ziglar with a 227.
Adam Balls shot a 229 to tie for
16th place while Tommy Lopez
tied for 27th place with a 234,

and Adam Cordes shot a 238 to
tie for 38th place in the tournament.
"Overall as a team we were
pretty sloppy coming out of the
winter, especially with our short
game," Winger said. "The golf
swings are generally there but
the finer aspects of the game
around the greens and from a
hundred yards in, we tended to
struggle with especially putting
after such a long layolf
The Falcons have some time
off from competition to work on
their game before traveling to
Ocala, Fla. for the Big Red Classic
over Spring Break on March 13
and 14.

Tony Oeiak AP °iolo

SECURE: Cleveland third baseman Casey Blake tosses a ball
during practice Tuesday. After a solid 2003 season Blake will
start at third base for the Indians in 2004.

No more spring
worries for Blake
WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) —
Casey Blake doesn't have to
worry about someone tapping
him on the shoulder this spring
and handing him a ticket back
to the minor leagues.
Blake's job security has never
been better. He is the Indians'
starting third baseman.
It's an unfamiliar spot for a
career minor leaguer who spent
his first full year in the majors
last season after getting only
brief tastes of the big leagues for
four years.
"It sure is nice to come into
the locker room and feel at
home," Blake said. "This is die
first time I've come into camp
with a job. This is the first time
I'm not worrying every day
about what everyone is thinking and that everyone is watching or how I'm doing."
Blake batted .257 with 17
homers and 67 RBls in 152
games last season. He made 19
errors at diird. The numbers
weren't spectacular, but he was
one of the steadiest players for
manager Eric Wedge.
Blake led die injury-ravaged
Indians with 148 games started
(136 at third base and 12 at first
base).
"He proved himself," said
Wedge. "From diat standpoint,
I'm as proud of him as I am of
anyone else on the team."

Blake signed with Cleveland
as a minor league free agent following the 2002 season. He
played in Minnesota's organizadon from 2000-2002, but Corey
Koskie, one of the Ali top third
basemen, blocked his path to
the majors.
Blake had to win the job last
year in spring training and was
told about a week before the
season started that he would be
the opening day third baseman.
"It was fairly close," he said.
"There were a couple of weeks I
was in limbo. I was having the
best spring of the guys I was
competing against."
The news was a relief, but
there was still die matter of a
162-game regular season, for
which Blake admits he wasn't
ready.
"It was like, holy cow, all my
focus went to winning the job,
and now we were starting the
season," he said. "I was under a
bigger microscope."
As he struggled, Blake began
to wonder if he belonged. So
did a lot of other people when
he was batting .209 on May 6.
"1 didn't know if I could handle it," he said. "1 was struggling.
I was uneasy and unsure of
myself."
Wedge, though, never lost
confidence in Blake.

Miller hoping for bigger
things in the conference
WOMEN WIN, FROM PAGE 8

still hanging over our heads,
and we didn't play real well the
last seven minutes of the game
against Kent. We executed the
game plan to a T. We began to
play not to lose towards the
end, but wow were we good in
stretches."
Miller has been hoping all
year to finish in the top eight of
die MAC, resulting in an opening round league tournament
game at Anderson Arena. Now
that BGSU can finish no lower

than seventh in the league,
Miller is hoping for greater
things.
"This is a program that was
not talked about at all in the
preseason," Miller said. "We
were picked eleventh and we
weren't given much respect.
Marshall was talked about by
almost every coach in the
league that they were raising
the bar in the conference. I
hope people are taking note
that maybe Bowling Green is
raising the bar in this conference."

Bonds battles accusations
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ibattingl cages he
Barry Bonds teed off on Turk looked awesome.
Wendell for accusing him of using Everything was
steroids.
fine"
A day after the Colorado reliever
Ramirez
is
said it was "clear just seeing his expected to bat
body" that Bonds was taking fourth again for
steroids, the San Francisco Giants Boston, nearly was
slugger said the remark should've traded to Texas for
been made directly to him—not a Alex Rodriguez,
reporter.
but the deal fell
"If you've got something to say, through
in
say it to my face," Bonds said yes- December. Red
terday in Scottsdale, Ariz. "You got Sox
shortstop
something to say, you come to my N o m a r
face and say it and we'll deal with Garciaparra, who
each other. Don't talk through the would have been
media like you're some tough sent to the Chicago
White Sox, said
guy"
On Tuesday in Tucson, Wendell after
reporting
criticized Bonds lo The Dmwr Tuesday that he
Post.
felt
hurt
by
Bonds, who has always denied Boston's actions.
using steroids, appeared in
"These guys are
December before a grand jury professionals,"
probing a supplements lab Trot Nixon said.
accused of illegally distributing "They know they
steroids to athletes. His trainer, have a job to do
Greg Anderson, was among four They're not going
men charged this month. ATI the to disrespect the
men have pleaded innocent and organization, their
no athletes have been chatged.
teammates, espe"If my personal trainer, me,Turk cially themselves.
Wendell, got indicted for that, These guys are
there's no one in the woitd who going to continue
Mony Gash AP Photo
wouldn't think dial I wasn't taking to have MVP-type
steroids," Wendell said. "I mean, years, as they nor- FIELDING ACCUSATIONS: San Francisco Giants' Barry Bonds catches balls in
what, because he's Bany Bonds, mally have."
the outfield at Scottsdale Stadium Tuesday in Scottsdale, Ariz. Colorado Rockies
no one's going to say that? I mean,
In Tucson, Ariz., reliever Turk Wendell said that it is obvious Bonds uses steroids.
obviously he did it. |His trainer] Frank Thomas
In Phoenix, Oakland's Eric It sounds like I'm in their plans,
admitted to giving steroids to said he still doesn't agree with the
baseball players. He just doesn't way the team handled his contract Chavez insisted his unsettled con- and to me that's flattering."
Valdimir Guerrero, who did
want to say his name. You don't after the 2002 season, when the tract situation won't be a distrachave to. It's clear just seeing his White Sox invoked a diminished- tion tills spring. Ihe Gold Glove switch teams, reported for his first
third baseman is signed through
body."
skills clause in his previous agree- this season, and he wants a spring training with the Anaheim
Angels, who signed him to a $70
Another top slugger, Manny ment.
longterm deal to stay with the million, five-year contract
Ramirez, reported to Boston's
"I think it was embarrassing. I Athletics.
Showing no sign of the back
spring training camp in Fort told people I was the first player
"I'd like to get something done," injury that limited him to 112
Myers, Fla, widi his customary ever last year to have a guaranteed
he said. "I'm going to leave my games with Montreal last season,
smile and public silence.
contract taken away," said
"He looked great. He's hugging Thomas, who wound up re-sign- emotions out of it. I'm going to Guerrero was swinging the bat
everybody," Kevin Millar said. ing "I was bitter about it, but you keep my opinion out of the papers smoothly and mosdy making
and wait and see what happens.... solid contact in Tempe, Ariz.
"Manny was Manny, and in die know what? I got over it"

Large crowd propels BG to big win
MEN WIN, FROM PAGE 8

"Oh man," Almanson said in
relief after the game. "I think we
ran a double screen for lohn and
they got on it well. Tie kicked it to
Eyink in the corner, he missed it,
then I got it and put it up for the
three point play."
The win was emotional from
all aspects and it all started with

the crowd.
"The crowd was great,"
Almanson said. "Lately, the
crowd has been a little down but
coming out and seeing the
crowd, we felt great."
Perhaps nobody was as emotional as senior center Kevin
Netter, who scored 19 points and
pulled down eight rebounds
before fouling out in the over-

GREENBRIAR INC.

time.

"I've never seen Kevin so
happy," Almanson said. "He
couldn't stop crying."
"Kevin is a senior who really
cares," Dakich said. "He's such an
emotional guy, that's how he
plays well."
The game will certainly stay in
the memories of those in attendance, just ask Dakich.

"These two teams just played
one hell of a basketball game," he
said. "If it was at a different venue
it would be on ESPN Classic."
The Falcons will have to come
down from their emotional high
in a hurry as they must prepare to
host Ball State on Saturday and
Western Michigan on Monday.
The Falcons will look to avenge
losses to both of those teams.

So you have opinions
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"All Day, Everyday"
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•2 bedroom. 1 bath townhouses
* starting at $590/mo + gas and electric

11am-1:30am
11 am-1:30am
11 am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11 am-1:30am

E- Butt Apartments
• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished
• A/C, Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• 9 1/2 month lease starting @ 590/month
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail.

Qt&sr students know at tjte

\S( Hemodeled Fraiea Auarimaitt
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guest policy?

c

ash, checks

1 Large, 1 Item

$7**
Limit a
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• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new fumitun
• starting at $675/mo + electric

BJ 425 I- Ciuri Street
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
• starting at $650/mo + gas + electric
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Bank raid seizes $6.7M
ByRaviNessman

that has decimated the
Palestinian economy.
RAMALLAH, West Bank —
Israel said the system has been
Israeli forces burst into hijacked to finance Palestinian
Palestinian banks corralled militant groups — Hamas,
employees, covered security Islamic lihad and the AI Aqsa
cameras and seized at least $6.7 Martyrs' Brigades — that have
million in an unprecedented raid. killed more than 900 Israelis in
Israel said Iran, Syria and bombings and shootings.
Lebanese guerrillas sent the
Much of the funding comes
funds to Palestinian militants.
from Iran, Syria and Lebanese
Palestinian officials said the Hezbollah guerrillas, Israeli securaid violated banking agreements rity sources said yesterday.
and could trigger a run on the
Israel said it took S6.7 million to
banks. "It's like the mafia," Prime $8.9 million from the vaults of the
Minister Ahmed Qureia said of three bank branches, and the
the operation. "I think it should money would be spent on
be dealt with in a Very serious humanitarian aid to Palestinians..
way."
The raid began Tuesday night,
"The Occupation's Armed when Israel arrested computer
Robbery" was
experts from
"This money is for two banks,
the huge red
headline in Al- fuel for Palestinian
yesterday
Hayat Al-ladida,
morning,
terror, and I am
a newspaper
troops
in
close to the
convinced we have jeeps, trucks
Palestinian
armored
to dry up the paths and
Authority, for
personnel
today's edition.
carriers sealed
for this fuel."
An Israeli official
off downtown
called the operaSHAUL MOFAZ, DEFENSE MINISTER Ramallah as
tion "legal consecurity
fiscation."
forces, with
Israel said the raid was part of the experts in tow, strode into the
the global fight against terror Cairo Amman Bank and two
funding.
branches of the Arab Bank,
"This money is the fuel for Palestinian officials said.
Palestinian terror, and 1 am conTroops covered the banks'
vinced we have to dry up the cameras with sacks or disabled
paths for this fuel," Defense them, and herded the employees
Minister Shaul Mofaz said.
together, before eventually
The United States criticized releasing them, witnesses said.
Israel for the bank raid. "We Customers were allowed to leave
would prefer to see Israeli coordi- after identification checks.
nation with tin- Palestinian finanThe Israelis sifted through sevcial authorities in order to stem eral hundred bank accounts —
the flow of funds to terrorist some linked to Hamas and
groups," States Department Islamic lihad, Israeli sources said.
spokesman Richard Boucher
The money taken correspondsaid.
ed to the amounts found in the
The Palestinian banking sys- targeted accounts, the sources
tem has remained relatively sta- said, speaking on condition of
ble, despite more than three years anonymity.
of Israeli-Palestinian violence
During the raids, dozens of
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

419-353-5751

1225 N. Main SI.
www.ThayerBG.com

Megan Marten,
BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative

(419) 353-5751,
Cell (419) 575-0060
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2 Blocks from
Campus!

480 Lehman
354-3533
villagegreen@dacor.net

Trinity United
Methodist Church
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• REMODELED /starting at
AptS #13-24 'Ssyoo/nio ♦electric
(unfurnished)
K.
(New kitchens. New Carpel, & Tile Floors)

Sat., Fell 28th
Groove
Assassins

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS.
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Group discounts!
800 648-4849 or www.ststravel com
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1 800-SUNCHASE today!
Or visit
www.Sunchase.com

Services Offered
Make money taking on-line surveys.
Earn $10 to $125 lor surveys
Earn $25 to $250 tor focus groups.
Visit wwwcash4students.com/bowlg

HIGHIAND

MANAGEMENT

1)0 E. Washington St Bowling Creen

Worship Times
9:l5-Tradilional
Serviic
lOJO-Sundin School
II :30-Contemp<irtiry
Serviie
200 North Summil Strwl
H... Iinf Onxn. (»no 4U02-2U7
n>me4l9..!!.I.W.!l
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Praising and Proclaiming Christ
al the Heart of Rolling Green

The Highlands- Graduate
housing One bedroom Laundry
facilities in building A/C. Quiet'
Starting at $395
Jay-Mar Apt*. Newly remodeled All
appliances. Quiet senior & grad
housing Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C. Gas heat
Starting at S5.0
The Homeatead - Graduate Housing
One and two bedroom, A/C. on-srte
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers, skylights.
vaulted ceilings.
Additional Site to Choose from:
Summit Hill
We'll lake care ol you Best pnee.
well maintained, pnvacy and deadbo/t
secunfy, large apartments
24-hi Maintenance.

H

IGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

vww.behighlandmgmt.com *
N,^
hignland6fwcnet.org ^/

mne>

f?&W

MEDICAL

3537770

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

^ALL YOU CAN EAT
Spaghetti & Breadsticks
• $5.00 Bursar or Cash
^Sign up in the Union on Friday
February 27th from noon-4pm
0 ALL proceeds benefit
Dance Marathon!!

w/ purrk.se of • •" or 1*" QtimUt

COLLEGE
As awareness of public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities in the fields ol environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology. Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills; air, waste,
soil, and food contaminations: harmful work practices; and btoterrohst
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational hearth programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as:
• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (i.e.. EPA. OSHA)
• Health-care organizations
• Research facilities

Free
Soft Drink* i
Chips
S5S-5-

,Tuesday, March 16th
5-8 pm ® Alpha Xi Delta house

GREKNBRIAR, INC.
445 East Woosler St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriurrentaLs.com

Delicious OVEVBAKED
GRINDERS

•

WWW.I

N

INTRAMURAL
BROOMBALL ON ICE
ENTRIES DUE MARCH 2

Starting at
SMO/mo + elecirlc

• Apts
Aots #25-39
**a JH

FBi, Fel). 27th
Brian Bocian

Wooster St.

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
•" SPRING BREAK —
Book early and save $$!
World's longest Keg Party Free beer all week!
Live band & DJ Wet T-shirt.
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear
contest. Suites up lo 12 people.
3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub.
lazy river ride, water slide.
jet skis, parasail.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828

Campus Events

/ Two bedroom apartments

WgGfnde rS

532 E.

The BG News reserves
the right to decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as
those found to be
defamatory, lacking in
factual basis, misleading or false in nature.
All advertisements are
subject to editing and
approval.

We're filling up fast!

AptS #1-12

«

Delivered to your
door
353-7770

372-6977
The BG News will not
knowingly
accept
advertisements that discriminate, or encourage
discrimination against
any individual or group
on the basis of race,
sex, color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of
any other legally protected status.

w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal,
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available

DI£SNICHT

DELIVER •

lassified Ads

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica. Acapulco, Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices! Book Nowlll
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

419-354-6036

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

^AMAWAA^flr^^^A^AftAAAflAAflArWWW.

WE

#1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
7 Nights. 6 Free Parlies. Free Cowers & Drinks 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise $279! Cancun, Jamaica, Nassau $529> Daytona $159!
www.SpringBreakTravel.CQm
1-800-678-6386

2 Bedroom, 2 Baths

Every Thurs.
cross the street"

worker were killed.
The Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades,
an armed group with ties to
Yasser Arafat's Fatah movement,
claimed responsibility for both
attacks, though security officials
said all three groups were
involved.
A senior Al Aqsa member said
the group originally was funded
largely by Fatah, but has been getting more of its money from
Hezbollah. Last year, then-Prime
Minister Mahmoud Abbas paid
some Al Aqsa militants not to
carry out attacks, but some cells
rejected the deal and turned to
Hezbollah for funding, the militant said, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
The Lebanese group had transferred payments of $50,000 to a
militant leader in the West Bank
city of Nablus every two or three
months for distribution to different cells, though the payments
have decreased in recent months,
according to the militant.
One cell in the Balata refugee
camp gets at least $ 1,000 a month
for ammunition and cellular telephone calling cards, the militant
said. When the group plans to
carry out an attack, Hezbollah
gives it $10,000 to $15,000.
Former lustice Minister Yossi
Beilin told Israel's Channel One
television he doubted the government could prove the money it
seized was earmarked for militant groups.
Yuval Steinitz, a lawmaker from
the ruling Ijkud Party, said that
did not matter. "We are in a war
against the Palestinians and the
Palestinian Authority, it is not
about proof," he said.

Alpha Xi Delta

Every Wed,
Ciilpepper

•WtMaMtt

Palestinians in the streets threw
stones at soldiers, who responded with tear gas, metal-core rubber bullets and live rounds, hospital officials said. Forty-two people were wounded, doctors said.
The raids marked the largest
search yet for money transfers to
militant groups and the first time
forces hauled cash out of
Palestinian banks. Last year,
troops raided a bank in a West
Bank suburb of lenisalem. and
the Palestinian Authority briefly
froze the bank accounts of
Palestinian charities in the Gaza
Strip to check for possible links to
Hamas.
Palestinian Finance Minister
Salam Fayad said the raids broke
a banking agreement between
the Palestinians, Israel and the
United States. "Such measures
will for sure hurt, to a large extent,
the Palestinian economy and its
institutions," Fayad said.
A security source said Israel
was not trying to harm the banks,
and those whose money was
confiscated can appeal to the
army. The raids were aimed
instead at deterring militant
groups from using tin- banking
system, the source said.
However, Gil Feller, a senior
researcher at Tel Aviv's BESA
Center for Strategic Studies, said
little of the foreign money sent to
militants is funneled through
banks. "People are coming with
$100,000 in their luggage," he
said.
The raids came a day after
Palestinian security officials confirmed the Iranian-backed
Hezbollah helped fund the last
two lenisalem bus bombings —
on Ian. 29 and Sunday — in
which 18 Israelis and a foreign

Travel

The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master of Science in
Occupational Health degree with an ASAC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as, a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Hearth, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:
• Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctoratly prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on flekhvork opportunities

j
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419-353-7770

Catering Dine hi Carryoot DellVeiy Party Trays \

Healing Begins with Knowledge

Applications for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356, malderman©mco edu or visit our Web s«e at:
http://www.mco.edu/allrVpubheelth.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

BG Country Club/ Fairway Grill accepting applications for bartenders &
servers. Musi be avail. 10 start immed. Day or night shift openings. 923
Fairview Ave.
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-Childrens' sleep-away camp, Northeast
PA (6/18-8/15/04). If you love children & want a caring, fun environment we need female staff as Directors & Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics, Swimming, Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, Cheerleading. Ropes, Camping/Nature,
Drama. Video, Ceramics. Batik. Silkscreen, Guitar. Jewerly. Piano, Photography, Aerobics. Martial Arts,
Other positions: Group Leaders, Administrative/Driver, Nurses (RN's),
On Campus Interviews March 17th.
Apply on-line at xmLCaWtmnaz
girts.com or call 1 -800-279-3019.

•Going fast la & sm houses & apts.
New lower prices, all next to campus
930 & 926 E. Wooster 6 bdrms $500
credit security deposit.
303 E. Merry. Lg. porch, 3 liv. rms
321 E. Merry A-D.4-6 bdrm gr shape
211 4 307 1/2 E. Reed St. 1-3 bdrm
315 E. Merry 2-4 bdrms. inclu. all util
316 & 311 E. Merry Apis. lg. 2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
#3 also EH. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Personals

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Oonus
4 hours ol your group's lime
PLUS our free (yes. free|
fund raising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2.000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fund raiser with
Campus Fundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238. or visit

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Lasagna Special
BreadtSalad-tLaz 11 to 9pm $4 50.
Pick up or Dine in only. 352-9638.
Tan for Spring Break!
1 mo unlimited - $30 booth or bed
Semester unlimited • $50
Campus Tanning. Close to Campus
352-7889

Wanted
Graduation tickets for 1:00 pm
ceremony Will pay. Call Mark
513-544-5348 (cell).

Help Wanted

IBARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
IEARN $25 FROM HOME FOR PAR
TICIPATING IN A WEB STUDY!
Go to www participate-inresearch.com. Pay schedule is $10
for participating in the first pan
(about 30 mm.) &, if selected. S15
for participation in 2nd pan (about
45 min.). There's also a chance for a
$10 cash prize, (odds: 1 out of 10)
Any BGSU student is eligible. Purpose of this study is to -test S online
selection system. The project investigator is Jen Carr (Jcarr@bgne1.
372-2970.)
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Poconos PA
Lohikan,800-488-4321. lohikan.com
Activities Assistant Summer 2004
Plan and implement daily activities
lor Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park, a
family camping resort, only five
miles from Six Flags Worlds of Adventure, a great experience to place
on your resume especially for those
in education and recreation. Mail
your resume to: Attn. Andrea, Jellystone Park 3392 St Rt. 82 Mantua,
OH 44255 or email
aurorayogi@aol.com. Competitive
wages (no living accomodations).

Early childhood dev. student-childcare for 6 S 8 yrs ok). 3 days a
week, Fridays necessary, other days
flex . Stan June 14. Must have valid
drivers license, non-smoking, reference required. 419-823-3224
Female dancers wanted @ The
Fireplace Lounge in Port Clinton.
Apply in person March 5, 6, 12, 13
@ 221 Madison St., Port Clinton,
OH between 4-7pm
Office cleaning M-F, 5-7 hrs. per wk
Own transportation required
Call 352-5822
Spring & Summer jobs available At
this time we are hiring Supervisors &
Umpires for our Youth baseball program. Hours are flexible. For more
information, call Tim Dunn 419-4091942 or nights 419-353-2918
Summer Camp Counselor lor chlldren w/dlsabilltles. $7-11 hr., 35
hf 7wk. summer only. 5 sites In
Summit County. Ohio. Visit
www.akroncyo.org -download an
application. FOE
Summer Job Fair!
Wednesday. March 17th. noon-4
Room 202. Student Union.
Over 55 companies.
Wanted CHILDCARE provider at my
Perrysburg home for AFTERNOON
ONLY for a 6 yr old and 2 schoolage after 4PM. Excellent pay. Call
Gina at 419-878-4930 or 419-8774614.
Wanted: Student to help register the
local chapter of a national honor
society. 3.0 min. GPA req.. Soph,
preferred. Contact us @
vicepresident@phisigmatheta.org

Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Best Summer Job - Ever!
Spend sping & summer outdoors- in
a garden! Get a work-out & tan - and
get paid! Oak Park Landscape &
Water Garden Center is hiring for
the upcoming season. To qualify,
you should be a "people-person",
willing to learn, available to work
week-ends. Send resume to Oak
Park, 3131 Wilkins Rd., Swanton,
OH, 43558

2 bdrm apt Pets Allowed
$550/mo Newly renovated.
Call 770-823-3396 or 419-367-1331
2 bdrm unfurn. 1/2 blk. from
campus. Avail. May or Aug. $625/
mo. mciud all util. & gas. Deposit
required. Phone: 419-277-2249.
2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822.
2 sblsrs. (M/F) needed May-Aug. on
Manville less lhan 1 blk. from campus. Own bdrms., lg kitch. & Ivg rm.
central air & parking inc. 419-3071407 or 419-214-3352 for more inlo.
2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat,
water, & sewer.
616 Second SI. 1 bdrm, 3 bdrm.. & 2
eHiciencies.
137 N. Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.
3 bdrm. house. Close to campus.
Good size, nice yard. S1000/mo.
Call 686-1144.
3 bdrm.. Crim St.. 1 1/2 blks from
campus Lg. Ivg. rm., kitch.. fam. rm.
util rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
May 1.419-352-7090.

*>1 Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From $279! Parly
With Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties! Great
Beaches & Nightlife! Includes Meals.
Port/Hotel Taxes' 1-800-678-6386
kTravel.cem
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
27
31
33
34
36
39
40

Alma
Assert confidently
Meadow mamas
Soap substitute
Occupation
PoetTeasdale
Amassed
Oahu garlands
Plan ot land
South American condiment?
NASA's ISS partner
Jersey eager
World Series perfect-game
pitcher
Descendant ot Shem
Faith
Ladd or King
Kind ot estate?
Integration grp.
Guys' sweeties
Latin beal

42
43
45
46
47
49
51
53
54
55
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
35
37
38
41
44

Lg. 2 BR lownhouse, vaulted ceilmgs, spiral stair case, garage,
dwash. Avail. 5/15/04 352-1104.

Rmle. needed immed. $3400 per mo.
Incl. all util.. cable & local phone. No
deposit, nice Non-smoker pref.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ
419-353-5860.

Take Kaplan.
...

Score higher,

"Blue Horses" painter
Oriental nanny
Singer Tennille
Hebrew month
Feel contrite
Apportion
Room's asset
Bagnold or Blylon
Deal in used goods
Psychic letters
U.K. bank?
Wipe out
48 Sotto voce remarks
The Evil One
50 Catch
People ol equal status
Precipitation
51 Piece of broken glass
Harvested
52 Bill _ and the
Cornels
Heroic tale
53 Point of view
Distinctive flair
African mussels seller? 56 Quote as an example
57 Party to
Top of the toot
Large, bound packages 58 Himalayan Bigfoot
59 Find a buyer
Hostess Maxwell
60 Roundish shape
English noble
"Misery" star
61 Capone's undoer
63 Begley and Wynn
Journalist Ernie
Panoply
Fruit coolers

Talk to God
Singer Baker
Backside
The same, on the Seine
Bronze Stars
Made over
Definite forms
_ Rafael. CA
Kubnck's computer
Italian actress?
Medicinal succulent
Actress Merrill
"Still Me" writer
Rip apart
Jacket or collar type
Book of maps
Hair colorings
Transmitted
Pellets

BGApts-8187822 2ndSt.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Subleaser needed 2 bdrm. duplex.
4/3/04 - 7/31/04. Option 1 yr. Close
to downtown BG. Call 308-8530.
Subleaser needed May-Aug.
Furnished Sterling Apt.
Discounted rent. Call 353-7967

a..i «..t I. BE

T.«

The Passion of
Christ (R)

Complete

an application at the park office at
1291 Conneaut Ave.

are filled.

1291 *r «•■■■■•-«■•.■* A«/«B. Bowling Ore*
Monday-Friday from 8«m-5f»m

HEINZ APARTMENTS

506 + 514 + 524

451 + 424 Frazee Ave

3 bedtm w/ fireplace, furnished, microwave, A/C,
garbage disposal and dishwasher.
•9 1/2 mo. lease starting @ $950./mo + util.

3 bedrm. 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished.
microwaves. A/C, garbage disposal, dishwasher,
91/2 month lease

PCAT NCLEX

MERCER MANOR

903 - 935 Thurstin Ave

323 + 331 South Mercer Rd

3 bedrm. 2 bath, furnished. A/C

3 bedrm, 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished.
microwaves, A/C garbage disposal,
dishwasher, 9 1/2 month lease

•starting @> S800/mo + utilities

l-FEBRUARY DEPOSIT SPECIAL $650.0

Check it
out today!

•starting @ $780/mo + utilities*

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Spring Break in Panama City Beach, Florida!
800 feet of Gulf Beach Frontage • 2 Large Outdoor Swimming Pools
Sailboat, let Ski & Parasall Rentals • Lazy River Ride & Water Slide
Huge Beachfront Hot Tub • Volleyball • Suites up to 12 people
Airport Limo Service • Live Band & Dl • World's Longest Keg Party
Wet T-Shlrt, Hard Body & Venus Swim wear Contests

Welcome to Moosport
(PG-13)
(1:15) 4:40 7:30 [10:15]
Miracle (PG)
(1*5) 4:10 7:10 [10KB]

Fifty First Dates
(PG-13)

Times good 2/25/04 thru 3/4/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat & Sun.
( ] Will not show March 1st - 3rd
■4:00 Sunday afternoon Feb 29th
will not be showing.

'poaign
l*< >Wt\l

d

. !:MUM

1234 N. Main SI. (Rt. 25)
Bowling Gr««n
Mall 419 354-4447
Movi*Tlm*M 419-354-0558
www.woodlancltc.com

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
uaanr NWM
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Test Prep .incl Admissions

Going Fast!
Lg. & Sm. Houses
tali Waatiar 1 "5'6 Bflrrns
,*=•! *•*"***■ j -S500 cr. to sec
303LMMni] * Bdrms & 3 Liv.
_— /"iV-Z,.""
*£h**£*J

•-' i)i 8 Bdrms.
central A/C

ilii I~IIM»U"!
yj?.*l™"ir"-i

• 2 or 4 Bdrms
incl all Util

Also. Call lor smaller Houses
& 2 Bdrm apts
I-Ell a RMS as low as $220.'mo'i
Call far Ma a u*trues it 153-0325
tan la torn. ■ mm aWMM
24/7 at JMt Dtarm #3.

Cla-Zel
Theatre
Management Inc.

«»• SHOW TIMES**"
Frl.F»b.27-Thur5.Mar.4ih

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING

MONSTER

Call 353-5800

Fri, Sat, Sun at
4:45,7:00 & 9:15 PM
Mon thru Thursday at
7:00 & 9:15 only

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt

1082 Fairview

Student night u Wed. all
tkketsjuttS3.7S

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer

Downtown B.G.- 353-1361
www.cla-zet.com

Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at S250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at S41S/MO.

www.meccabg.ooin

419-353-7715

704 S* Sir««
2 BdrmFum
9-12 Month R.ie.
Shuttle nop on property

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
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WORLD FAMOUS

TIKI BAR!
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kaptest.com

EuroTrip (R)

GOING FAST!

COLUMBIA COURTS

3

v
u

1-800-KAP-TEST

(1:35) 4:20 720 [9:50]

-starting @ $900/mo * utilities'

•1 year lease also available"

•FEBRUARY DEPOSIT SPECIAL $650.00'

1

sOs

dVT

1

\

LSAT GMAT
GRE MCAT DAT

(1:25)4:30 7:35 [10:25]

North Enterprise

"i
A 3

1
V

Applications accepted until positions

The City of Bowling Green is an equal opportunity employer.AA.

1
V

(1:00) 4:00* 7:00 [10:00)

Hiring seasonal maintenance staff.
Starting wage $8.00/hour

ANSWERS
s
s
3

For Rent

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.

asazHzmsig

^tttamtt^

1

Lg 2 bdrm . (urn apt, clean, quiet.
close, a/c. Avail. 6/1/04 or 8/15/04.
Call 352-1104.

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
ii ^i :«--*--.*

4

■

■

Apts. & Houses
Singles & Groups.
No Pets. 353-8206.
Houses/Apis, for 04-05 school year.
12 mo. leases only.
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OHice open 9-2 M-F
Quiel tenants preferred.

<fHRy

brought to you by

352-0717

One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

For Sale

Aerobic Instructors: Life Styles for
Ladies Only in BG is seeking aerobic instructors for: Palates. Yoga, &
other aerobic classes. Excellent Salary Call Lorna at 419-868-8929

1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. available now.
Call for prices « locations

The Daily Crossword Fix

for complete listing .
for next year.

710 7th St.
2 Bdrm Unfurn
Updated kitchen! w/ dUhwaihen
Shuttle nop on property

